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UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL.
SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION

~.'

INTERNATIONAL REGULATIONS FOR THE PROTECTION OF
MONUMENTS, GROUPS OF BUILDINGS AND SITES

...'

Final report drawn up in accordance with Article '10. 3 of
the Rules of Procedure concerning Recommendations to
Member States and International Conventions covered by
the terms of Article IV, paragraph 4, of the Constitution.

SUMMARY

This introductory document lists the States that have replied to circular
letter CL/2156 of 20 July 1971, under co..er of which they were sent docu
ment SHC / MD/ 17, containing the preliminary report together with a pre
1iminary draft recommendation and a preliminary draft convention prepared
by the Director-General in pursuance of resolution 3.412, adopted by the
General Conference at its sixteenth session.

These replies arc given in full in Annex I.

'"

}.
An analytical study of the comments and proposals contained in them

is given in Annex II.

As some changes have been made both in the preliminary draft recom
mendation and in the preliminary draft convention revised versions of both
drafts are given in Annexes III and IV, respectively.
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INTRODUCTION

1. In pursuance of resolution 3.412, adopted by the General Conference of Unesco at its sixteenth
session, on the subject of international instruments for the protection of monuments, groups of

buildings and'sites, the Director-General prepared a preliminary report accompanied by a prelim
inary draft recommendation and a preliminary draft convention (SHC!MD!I7), which was sent out
to Member States on 20 July 1971 under cover of circular letter CL!2156. That letter invited them
to make comments and observations on the drafts that had been prepared.

2. By 20 Jarwary 1972, 18 replies had been received by the Unesco Secretariat.

3. Kuwait and the Republic of Viet-Nam replied that ta'ley had no observations to make on the two
texts submitted.

4. Bulgaria, th':: Arab Republic of Egypt, Guyana, Korea and Thailand replied that they approved
both the pr'diminary draft recommendation and the preliminary draft convention. Finland con

sidered the recommendations prepared by the Director-General acceptable. Except for the reply
from Thailand, which drew attention to a misprint in the English version of the preliminal-y draft
convention, these replies do not refer to any provisions or specific article s in the preliminary drafts
and contain no proposals for amendments.

5. The following States, on the other hand, have put forward observaticns relating to the substance
of the questions dealt with, or suggesting amendments to provisions contained in the preliminary

drafts: Australia, Austria, Brazil, France, Italy, Japan, Poland, Sweden, United Kingdom and
United States of America.

6. The text of the replies received will be found in Annex I to this document. Annex 11 gives an
analysis of the replies which contained proposals concerning substance or suggested drafting

amendments to certain provisions in the preliminary drafts. In the light of the replies 'received,
the Secretariathas prepared a revised draft recommendation and a revised draft convention, which
will be found in Annexes III and IV.

7. This document supplements the preliminary report, SHC/MD/17, dated 30 .June 1971, which
was sent out to Member States, and should be regarded as constituting with it, the final report

by the Director-General which will be submitted for consideration by the Committee of Government
Experts to be responsible, in conformity with resolution 3.412, for finalizing the draft recommen
dation and draft convention to be considered by the General Conference at its seventeenth session.
This Committee will meet in Paris from 4 to 22 April 1972.
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Annex I

ANNEX I

REPLIES TO CIRCULAR LETTER CL/2156 AND TO DOCUMENT SHC/l\1D/17
RECEIVED FROM STATES ON 14 JANUARY 1972

AUSTRALIA

The preliminary report and preliminary draft recommendation and convention relating to Inter
national regulations for the protection of monuments, groups of buildings and sites has been circu
lated to relevant authorities in Australia. The comments received so far indicate that both drafts
are supported in general principle as being steps towards an effective implementation of greater
international concern for the preservation of monuments, buildings and sites of historic interest.

Following are some more detailed comments:

Significance of sites

Although lhe document lists (a) "monuments" (b) "groups of buildings" and (c) "sites", it was
considered that not enough attention was given to (c). For example, certain problems such as the
protection of important or unique national environment could perhaps receive more attention. The
inclusion of the very broad concept of national values in category (c) raises a whole new set of l'rob
lems which do not seem to have been sufficiently considered.

A particular problem which arises (especially with regard to (c)) and on which perhaps some
principles could be laid down la the possible conflict between scientific research on, and preserva
tion of, a monument or site. Some research, for example excavation of an archaeological site, is
by nature destructive. However, such research is often the only means of ascertaining the signifi
cance of a site and of obtaining important information from it. A further point is that sites in cate
gory (c), while undoubtedly a very important part of the world's cultural heritage, often have re
search values rather than aesthetic or public recreation values.

Marine aspects

Attention was drawn to the draft recommendation (A nnex I, page 8, paragraphs 49 - 51) which
concerns the legal measures needed to give protection to underwater archaeological sites, and, in
particular, flotsam and jetsam. It was considered that other "marine debris" besides flotsam and
jetsam (such as lagan, wreck and salvage) have their own special problems, and it may be morc
appropriate to refer to items of historical interest f01md below the surface of the sea or washed up
on the seashore.

In paragraph 49 the statement is made that fiotsam and jetsam for which title is unclaimed
shCluld be the property of the State, but paragraph 50 contains an implication that the finder may
acquire special rights on the property by virtue of finding. This is considered to be an undesirable
situation and it was recommended that States legislation should provide for the finder to receive a
reasonable recompenSe for his work, but that the amount should be related to costs of finding rather
than to monetary valUe of the find.

It was thought that paragraph 51 should mention the great difficulties to be found in connexion
with underwater archaeology because of problems of obtaining, proof and of dealing with offences
occurring outside territorial waterd. In addition, since the destruction of underwater archaeolo
gical sites requires the use of much valuable equipment, including vessels, it was considered that
the deterrent should include the confiscation of equipment used in illicit excavation.

Although the problems of sub-marine archaeology are mentioned in the sections dealing with
legal measures it was thought that there ought to be corresponding sections to dflal with the special
problems arising from the conservation and educational use of such material. It was suggested that
appropriate statements should be added to Item 13, page 4, Annex I, to make provision for special
conservation laboratories under the general he'i'ding of "specialized public services" and within
Items 21-29 pp. 5-6, under the general heading "scientific and technical measures". The educa
tional problem should it was thought, be .included under Item 69 on page~ 9-10 of Annex I.
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Scientific and technical measures

It was fe It that some reference should be made, in paragraphs 21-29 of the draft recommenda
tion' Annex I, page 5, (or elsewhere if appropriate) to very thorough and comprehensive overall
surveys to determine the number and relative importance of various monuments, groups of build
ings, and sites. Particularly in countries where there are large areas of undeveloped land, many
sites are as yet completely unlocated and unknown, officially, yet often in considerable danger from
local vandalism, development. or simply the natural processes of decay. This is especially true of
sites relating to hunter gather cultures, and to national sites such as the habitat of a rare species
of plant or animal. It was thought that before decisions can be made on the national or international
importance of a given monument, group of buildings or sites. it must be compared with other objects
of the same type. Therefore, such a survey was considered to be an essential first step.-

Educational and cultural action

It was considered that insufficient attention had been given to the rOle of educational and cultural
action (paragraphs 81- 82 ).' The identification of national and cultural treasures, appreciation of their
significance and a real willingness to retain them were thought to be interconnected requirements
for any conservation programme and could only be provided by a continuing educational programme
of high quality.

Other comment::.

Article 4 of the Convention appears inappropriate despite the explanation on page 22, paragraph 87,
and maytend to confuse issues by referring to internal matters more properly covered by the recom
mendation. In particular it would confuse the position ifArticle 19 is extended to cover non-signatory
countries (paragraph 2). If it is intended to imply that all countries holding sites etc., of universal
interest should maintain them or assist in maintaining them, this is covered more rea.sonably by
Articles 15 and 16 and particularly Article 24.

AUSTRIA

In the first place, it should be clearly stated that the preliminary drafts correspond by and
large to Austrian views with regard to the protection of historical or artistic monuments and of
nature.

However. the manner in which authority is divided between the State (the Federation) and the
Uinder (federal provinces) raises serious problems.

According to the Austrian Constitution. the principal authority for the protection of monuments
is vested in the State, but authority in the areas of conservation of nature, building legislation and
land use planning is vested in the Lll.nder, and in fact as regards the application of the legal provi
sions governing construction. it is the communes which have primary jurisdiction. If Austria were
to adhere to the Convention (in its present preliminary draft form), she would therefore be unable
to undertake commitments whereby the Ul.nder would be obliged to take certain measures in con
formity with the provisions of the said Convention in the fields of their competence. Austria could
only commit herself as far as concerns the protection of monuments, for which the State is respon
sible, and request the Lll.nder or communes to act in conformity with the Convention within their
own fields of competence.

With regard to certain articles in ti~,:, ~wo preliminary drafts, my Government wishes to make
the following observations:

Annex I (Recommendation)

Article 42: Although ordering the owner to carry out work would be an efficient means of protect
ing monuments. it would appear rather difficult to put into practice, since the state would be
obliged to contribute to the cost of the work of protection and this would entail the allocation of
substantial budgetary funds.
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Annex II (Convention)

Preamble: The two paragraphs "Recalling Unesco's Consi.itution•... " and "Considering that the
1954 Hague Convention.••• " seem to suggest that the present Convention is also applicable to
movable cultural property, whereas Article 1 specifically ctates that the Convention applies
solely to immovable monuments. A better co-ordination between the wording of the Preamble
and that of Article 1 would, therefore, seem to be desirable.

Article 4: The undertakings specified in this Article do not appear acceptable to Austria (and no
doubt this applies to most of the other Member States), sincetheywouldentailextremelyheavy
expenditure. It would be desirable at least to add the reservation "as far as possible". The
best solution would be to alter the first words of Article 4 and to replace the words "they under
take" by the words "they will make every effort".

Articles 12 and 13: The maximum contributions made by States Parties to the Convention should be
determined on the ba.:Jis of criteria which remain to be defined by the present Convention.

Article 16.1: Here again it would seem desirable to add "as far as possible".

Article 29: The clause stating that reservations to the Convention are not permitted would probably
prevent its ratification by Austria, since the State cannot enter into commitments on behalf of
the L4nder in their fields of competence, but can only request them to apply the Convention.

From the Austrian point of view, it would be desirable for the Convention to be divided into two
(one for historical and artistic monuments, and the other for works of nature).

Lastly, Austria suggests that similar preparatory studies already carried .out by the United
Nations (esp«!cially with regard to the protection of works of nature) and by the Council of Europe
which, at a r'ecent meeting (23 November-3 December 1971), examined the draft of a basic law for
the protectio,n of immovable cultural property in Europe, should be taken into consideration. Co
ordination ot the activities of the United Nations, the Council of Europe and Unesco with respect to

..-internatiomtI instruments for the protection of monuments, groups of buildings and sites seems to
be called fClr.

BRAZIL

I have pleasure in sending you herewith a translation of the comments I have recently received.

The Service for the National Historical and Artistic Heritage has also instructed me to inform
you that it considers the documents prepared by Unesco on this subject to be of the greatest value.

I should therefore be grateful if you would include the suggestions of the Brazilian Government
in the text of the two preliminary drafts.

1. In Annex I, we suggest that the following passage be inserted between paragraphs 23, 24 'and
25, on page 5 of the printed document:

"Studies and surveys should be made on a scientific basis with a view to the organization,
guidance and planning of urban and industrial development, the development of tourism and
roads, and regional development, in such a way as to safeguard and enhance the monuments,
groups of buildings and sites".

Comment: Experience has shown that measures tak~n a posteriori are ineffectual, particularly
in countries and regions where industry or tourism are developing rapidly and where a real popu
lation explosion is taking place. It is only when plans have been prepared in advance and kept con
tinually under review that anything positive has ever been done to protect monuments, and particu
larly groups of buildings and sites, while preserving their distinctive character and their setting.
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2. In l\nnex n, we suggest that the following sentence be added to [Article 3.../ paragraph 2, on
page 2:

"The decision as to which examples of such property merit designation as being of universal
interest should also take account of their continental and regional significance".

Comr.1ent: The countries or regions regarded as the youngest in terms of when they were colonized
or came into contact with the civilized world, and which at present comprise a considerable propor
tion of the international community, do not as a rule possess property of cultural value comparable
with the great works of architecture or town-planning to be found in parts of the world where suc
cessive civilizations have nourished for thousands of years. These are, however, precisely the
regions which find it most difficult to protect their cultural property, although this heritage is an
essential element of world culture.

3. Again with reference to Annex n, we suggest that the following words be added at the end of
Article 20 on page 6:

"

Comment:

BULGARIA

or very rapid development of towns and of tourism".

Reasons same as those set out in paragraph 1 above.

From a thorough study of the draft recommendation concerning the protection, at national level,
of monuments, groups of buildings and sites and the draft convention concerning the international
protection of mon~ments, groups of buildings and sites of universal value, the Nationallnstitute of
Cultural Monuments in Bulgaria found that their provisions are identical, in intention and content,
with the basic principles of the 1969 Bulgarian Cultural Monuments and Museums Act.

In essence, therefore, the recommendation is alrer.dy taken into consideration in Bulgaria's
national policy regarding the study, conservation r.nd popularization of cultural monuments situated
in Bulgaria.

The Institute came to the same conclusion about th~ draft convention. It feels that its adoption 
would greatly contribute to the success of man's endeavours to conserve the cultural ::lonuments of
ancient and of more recent civilizations.

ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT

I have the honour to inform you that the competent authorities of Egypt have made no comment
concerning the report and the two drafts, and approve them.

FINLAND

The recommendations are carefully prepared and they can be applied to protection of historical
buildings, groups of buildings and larger areas in Finland.

The recommendations and their principles are all acceptable and they include sufficient alter
natives for their realization on national level.

FRANCE

The French Government shares the views expressed at the sixteenth session of the General
Conference of Unesco regarding the advantages'of international action to preserve the monuments,
groups of buildings and sites forming part of the artistic and cultural heritage of mankind.
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It has often observed. that. for want of assistance between two or more countries. considerable
parts of this heritage disappear or are inevitably damaged. It is no less important for each coun
try to have at its disposal a sufficient array of measures to forestall the various Kinds of damage
threatening its own cultural property in this category. France. which has in the past joined of its
own free will in a number of large-scale operations involving international solidarity. particularly
in Nubia and' many other places. accordingly considers the adoption of internationally elaborated
measures of a legislative or statutory.' financial and technical character to be an appropriate step
and a means of remedying what would otherwise be a dire situation.

The French Government is thus in agreement about the aims pursued aud had the following com
ments to make on the documents that have.been drawn up:

1. With regard to the preliminary draft recommendation. the measures in question are part of a
process that has already made considerable headway. under the auspices not only of Unesco 
with three conventions already in force - but also of other organizations. particularly the Coun
cil of Europe (European Convention on the Protection of the Archaeological Heritage). The
proposed recommendation accordingly in some respects merely adds force to what is already
being done while. in others. it represents a marked extension.

The French Government therefore considers that there are benefits to be had in asking all
countries to join in these efforts, as regards both standardization of their procedU~t:s and in
ternational co-operation. on the understanding. however. that as far as international co
operation is concerned, the utmost account should evidently be taken of what has already been
achieved on a bilateral basis. as well as under the conventions referred to above.

2. The !".rinciple underlying the preliminary draft convention is not opposed by the French Govern
ment. which has a number of reservations to make. however, about the terms and conditions
proposed:

(al The definitions of monuments, groups of buildings and sites of universal value are ex
ceedingly broad, and there are also Virtually no limits set as to the nature of the various
dangers by which they may be threatenc '. The combination of Articles 2. 5 and 9 could

, well produce a situation in which a great many large groups of buildings and sites came
within the scope of the convention and it was necessary to choose between them. without
there being any sufficiently clear-cut criteria for doing so or for giving one priority over
another. The idea of a short list is an excellent one, but it is not on its own a sufficient
basis for deciding what operations to carry out.

(b) For the foregoing reason and for others, Article 9. of the preliminary draft should pro
vide more details regarding decision-making and the majorities required, for it is to be
feared that the proposed committee will witness a clash of interests.

(c) In the case of major catastrophes, international consultation appears not only desirable
but essential. Choices will be made according to the urgency of the operations involved
and the impact on public opinion, of which the governments concerned will make them
selves the interpreters.

(d) The financial arrangements mentioned in the draft, and in particular the principle of a
compulsory contribution. meet with reservations on our part. This principle may well
frighten off in advance those Member States which would like to contribute, by means of
the proposed fund, to the protection of monuments and sites of universal inter~st, but
might have difficulty in accepting the commitments automatically en(ailed by accession
to the proposed convention. This applies particularly to States which cannot count on
being made members of the committee that will be responsible for allocating the funds in
question - a committee which, according to the draft, will consist of fifte~n members
only.

The French Government concludes from the foregoing that the draft does not go into sufficient
detail concerning the criteria to be determined or th.e suggested operating procedures, particularly
as regards the rules governing financing ancl1management.
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It would therefore like the Unesco Secretariat to study fureler, at expert level, the problems
involved in the establishment of permanent machinery for safeguarding threatened monuments,
groups of buildings and sites.

GUYANA

I have the honour to inform you that the Government of Guyana accepts and is prepared to sub
scribe to the preliminary draft recommendation and the preliminary draft convention concerning
the protection of monuments, groups of buildings and sites.

ITALY

Preliminary draft recommendation

Since recommendations of this kind e ..~ail a prinlari~y moral commitment and are not therefore
absolutely binding, the few comments below arc ~onfined to the form of the document.

Preamble

Some of the preambular paragraphs may seem inappropriate. The fifth, for instance, lumps to
gether the ide~ that the three types of immovable property (monuments, groups of buildings and
sites) form a h.Jmongeneous whole and tl'e idea that the heritage they represent must be integrated
into the social and economic life of the nation. These are two separate and independent illeas which
cannot be united.

In the ninth preambular paragraph the word "Desires" could be replaced by "Desiring".

I. Definitions

(b) (c) - Ii would seem preferable not to base the definition of groups of huildings and sites on
the fact that they "warrant" protection but on their intrin~ic value.

The phrase "warrant their protection and enhancement" should therefore be replaced in each
case by "present a universal interest".

Ill. G~neral principles . -~
Paragraphs 8 and 9. We agree on the need to integrate monuments, groups of buildings and

sites into present-day society, but it should be specified that this must be compatible with their cul
tural character, especially in the nlatt~r of tourism.

Q

At the end of paragrapl1 I, incidentally, reference is made to traces of human industry or civili
zation, as though industry, together with other activities such as science, art and culture, were
not a part of civiliz~tion. The reference should therefore be eithel' omitted or completed. ,

IV. Organization of services

Paragraph 14. In addition to representatives of the major preservation societies and of the
administrations concerned, it seems that mention ought also to be made of other scientific and tech
nical experts, representing ther~ specialized branches of science and technology (teacherl':l,
research workers, otc).

'\

Paragraph.J9. The word "regional" should be added to the fiUe., .

..
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V. Protective measures

Scientific and technical measures

Paragraph 23. Mention should also be made of trains since they sometimes do more harm
through shocks and vibrations ~~an "motor vehicles". The second part of this paragraph wrongly
lumps together pollution and natural disasters. No preventive measures can be taken against the
latter; all that car. be done is to repair the damage. The te>..1: makes no provision for repairs.

Administrative measures

Paragraph 30. The reference to the particular attention to be paid to works of mainly environ
mental value might give the mistaken impression that more important works deserve less attention.

Paragraph 33. In the French text the word "universitaire" should be replaced by "educati"~"

since any type of school may represent a suitable new use for certain categories of monumental
building.

Legal measures

First of all, this categ\lry of measures should come before technical m~asures since the legal
regulation of protection provides the basis and framework for every type of measure.

Moreover, paragraphs 40-46 refer to measures mOl'"e administrative in character than legal
and should therefore be placed under the previC'us heading.

On second thoughts. it might be prefel'able to do ~way with the distinction between administra
tive and legal measures, and adopt a single he:...ding such as "protective measures" or "norms" •

Financial measures

Paragraph 56. Law 1552 of 21 December 1961 empowers the State to assume, wholly or in part,
restoration expenses.

Paragraph 62. It would be advisable to replace the word "should" by "mighf" since the setting
up of "National Monuments Funds" might be useful but cannot be regarded as an obligation.

Paragraph 64. Similarly, the words "should be payable" ought ~o be replaced by "might be
contemplated so as ll

•

Preliminary draft convention

The idea of continual systematic action on behalf of monuments seems a sound one in itself, but
the utmost caution will probably be needed when it comes to putting it into practice and prior con
sideration will have to be given to the known expenses which will accrue to the Contracting Parties.
as well as the additional riskf: they may incur as a result.

As to the structu~e of the convention, it would be more logical to transpose Sections III nnd IV
since it seems strange to speak of the functions of a committee whose purpoRe it is in effect to ad
minister the International Fund (Article 11, paragraph 1) before mentioning the fund itself.

As regards the text of the convention, we have the following comments to make:

Preamble

The order of the preambular paragraphs should be changed so as to put the eighth ,parngl'aph.
relating to the fact that it is for mankind as a whole to deul with the problem of the protection of
monuments, before the fourth paragraph, wherein it is stated that international action should not
take the place of action by individual States. Furthermore, the reference to The Hague Con\"('ntion
should be supplemented by reference to other international conventions.
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I. Definitions

1I.

. ,
Our comments on the corresponding section of the recommendation also,-.apply here.

National protection and international ~ection ..

'c"

- :

We may wonder whether. in accepting the commitments resulting from this sectiun. a State
(e Jen where such commitments might be offset by aid) is not running the risk of interference by
other signatory States. even in the domain of national activities such as those specified inArticle-l
(Items (a). (b). (c) and (d».

To preclude this possibility, adherence to the principles and methods referred to in Articles 3
and 4 should not be presented in the form of statutory commitments, whiGh could not subsequently
be enforced, and the convention should confine itself to J,'ecognizing their validity.

Ill. Intergovernmental Committee

According to Article 9 of the draft convention, the function of this body seenls somewhat varied.
First there is consideration of requests for assistance and decisio:ls concerning the nature and scale
otthe assistance itself (paragraph 1). determination of an order of priorities (paragraph 2) and the
pr\paration and circulation of lists of particularly important property and operations carried out
(paragraphs 3 and 4). Then there is the conclusion of agreements with the governments concerned
(paragraph 1) and management of the various funds collected through international action (para
graph 5). The former set of activities are strictly cultural, while the latter are mainly administra
tive. We are therefore facpd with the question whether the same committee can have adequate com
petence and authority in two so different domains.

The functions of the Committee might accordingly be divided into two parts: the financial and
the administrative part to be entrusted to a small board of management consisting of government
representatives, competent to take financial and administrative decisions, which must be adopted
on behalf of the governments acceding to the convention; and the cultura1 part, which might be en-'
trusted to a committee of specialists and experts in the matter. There should be special rules
governing the membership and functioning of the board of managelllent.

IV. Resources

As stated above. thi:s se<?ion should precede Section III concerning the Intergovernmental Com
ndttee.

We have no comments on the substance of tllis section, except to recall that as previous ex
perience, for example with the "I;->H·..national Centre for the Study of th€' Preservation and Rest,)
ration of Cultural Property" (Rome Centre), has shown. States are always ill-disposed to compul
sory contributions.

In this particular case, payments to the International Fund by the Statcs acceding to the conven
tion might, according to paragraph 98 of document SHC/MD/17. anlount to two per cent of thElir
financial contributions to Unesco's bUdget.

Finally, we would repeat that there are l1lany articles in the draft convention by virtue of which
Contracting States undertake to adopt measures and take action of a s~rictly national and generally
limited character witl.in their territory. Instead of the constantlY,.recurring word "undertake", it
would therefore be nlor(! appropriate. And easier to accept in the text of a convention. simply to
use the future tense, indicatinb the action that is to be taken (as is already done, for,jnstance, in
Article 28).

JAPAN

The Government of Japan is in agreement with the contents orthe preliminary rcpCl'~slic/ MDI 17,
dated 30 June 1971, as well as with what is described in the preliminary draft recommendation con
cerning the protection. at national level, of monuments, groups of buildings and sites. As to the
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preliminary draft convention concerning the protection of monuments, groups of uuildings and site!;
of universal value, while not having any disagreement with its purposes, in view of thL' d('cision
taken by the intergovernmental working group on "Conservation" of the I'reparatol'y COllllllittee fOJ'
the Third United Nations Conference on the Environment, the GovernJllcnt of Japan dl'CIJIS it d('sir:lu,('
that co-ordination be secured forthe purpose of avoiding duplication between the convention in C]ues
Hon and the draft convention concerning world heritage foundation, which is expected to uc adopted
in 1972.

KOREA

With reference to yo~r letter, CL/2156. dated 20 July 1971, concerning th(' intcnJational l"('gu
lations for the protection of monuments, rroups of buildings and sites, J am instcuctC'd to inform
you that the Korean Government is in support of the following documents which you have forwardpd
to my Government for its comment and observation:

The preliminary report on the situation which is the subject of international rcgulations fOl'tl1\'
protection of monuments and sites of universal value.

The preliminary draft recommendation and the preliminary draft convl:l1tion preparcd by tllc
Unesco Secretariat to this effect.

KUWAIT

In reply, we wish to inform you that we have no comments or ouservations on the prcliminLit',Y
draft recommendation and preliminary draft convention (document SHC/ illJ)/ 17) on the situation of
the above-mentioned subject.

POLAND

In reply to lettel' CL/2150 dated 20 July 197] on the desirability of establishing an international
instrument for the protection of monuments, groups of buildings and sites, wc wish to submit tile
following comnlents.

The Polish nation and the Government of the Polish People I s Republic are always delighted to
welcome any proposals for extending the SCQP(~ of international protection for cultural property
being convinced that this is one of the most ~ffective ways of promoting international understanding
and thus maintaining stability and peace. There is no doubt that the proposed draft legislation meets
the desired purpose of providing internat ional protection for cultur,al property of exceptional illl
portance whose preservation for future g(merations is in the interest of all mankind.

These objectives arc consonant with the accepted principles of our country's legislation, and
would require no basic change in our legislative provisions. The proposed recommendation and
convention concerning the protection oC /lIonuJllents. groups of buildings and sites of universal value
are thus entirely acceptable to us.

Turning to the document in qu ....stion, we wish to /:ltress the importance of the definitions, which,
thanks to their precision, makC' " valuable contribution to international terminology in the field oC
the preservation of cultural property by eliminating any possibility of misunderstanding.

We also have great pleasurH in noting that the acceptance, as a basis for the uraft texts,ofth('
principle that cultural policy should be reoriented towards the integration of monuments, groups
of buildings and sites with contemporary social lif~, in order that in future they I1Jay not retard,
but on the contrary constitute a del:isive element in, national expansion. This principle has already
been operative in Poland for some time, and was officially confirmed by the Law of 1962 concerning
museur:l:, and the protectioll of cultural property. We are glad th~,t it is now being applied to inter
nationf~~~gisiaiion•

.A=£24 aMua
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As already noted. the recommendation would not oblige us to make any changes in the organi
zation of the services responsible for the preservation of monuments. in the method of financing
that preservation, or in the penal sanctions and other legislative provisions in force in our country.

As regards the convention, we agree in principle with its terms, particularly in view of the
fact that it also is consonant with our national legislation; we wish, however, to submit some com
ments:

Article 6: In order that the Committee may be as representative as possible of different countries.
different parts of the world and different political and social systems, it appears desirable to
increase its membership from 15 to 21 countries. In that case it should also be decided how
many members should be designated by the'States Party to the convention and how many by the
Unesco General Conference (e. g. 15 and 6 respectively).

Article 7: In view of what has just been said with regard to the preceding Article, the number of
members whose term of office is to cease at the end of the first ordinary session of the General
Conference following that at which they were elected should be increased from 7 to 10.

Article 9, paragraph 2: In determining an order of priority for its operations. the Committee
should bear in mind. in addition to the consideration already listed. the extent to which the coun
try in whose territory the threatened monument, group of buildings or site is located can pro
tect the said monument. group of buildings or site by means of its own resources.

Article 12, paragraph (b): We consider it necessary'that there should be a direct contribution from
Unesco to the International Fund. A new sub-paragraph (ii). consisting flf the word "Unesco".
should therefore be inserted after sub-paragraph (i). and the subsequent sub-paragraphs
renumbered.

Article 13: In view of the magnitude of Member States' existing financial commitments to Unesco.
compulsory contributions should be kept as small as possible; the amount of compulsory pay
ments to the International Fund should therefore be determined by at least a three-fifth8 ma-
jority of those voting. '

"i\Iember States' contributions might also where appropriate be made inthe form of experts'
reports, special surveys and studies or restoration works carried out at Member States I expense.

Article 19, paragraph 2: In view of the fact that a monument of great value to all mankind may bp.
h.lcated on the territory of a State which is not a Party to the convention and is unable to pre
serve the monument by its own means, it does not seem right to exclude such a State from re
ceiving aid from the International Fund.

Article 20: We suggest replacing the words "for political or religious reasons" by the words "for
any real>· ,n". This expression would cover all monuments threatened with abandonment, whether
voluntary or otherwise. not excluding political or rcligous reasons but not explicitly referring
to thell1. since cases could arise in which countries might take offence at such a reference as
infringing thei!" national sovereignty.

SWEDEN

By letter of 20 .Tune 1971 (CL/2156) you invited the Swedish Government to comment on a pre
liminary rep1lrt and two preliminary draft instruments for the protection of monuments, groups of
buildings a'1d sit<:'s. In pursuance of this request I have the honour to enclose comments, prepared
within the :\linistry of Education and Cultural Affairs after con3ultation with the comPetent Swedish
authorities. on the draft recoll1lllendation and draft convention.

SwC'dish comments on the preliminary draft instruments for the
protection of monuments, groups of buildfngs and s~tes

Being aware of the dangers threatening immovable cultural property all over the world today,
the Swedish G,wern1l1cnt is genel'fllly in favour of an international programme for the furtherance
of 0 1lI0rc effcctivC' protection of such property in all countries.

t:,;
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. The preliminary draft recommendation

The situation with regard to the protectio.: and maintenance of cultural property still varies con
siderably from country to country. The Swedish Government holds the view that the drawing up of a
recommendation of the type presented in docume'lt SHC/ MD/ 17 would contribute to n more rapid de
velopment in those countries which are still lagging behind in this field.

The preliminary draft recommendation can, generally speaking, be said to reflect the ideology
embraced today by the Swedish competent authorities. 10 their opinion the text iJ'it's present fOl'lII
constitutes a good 'basis for further discussion. It is true that Swedish legislation on monument pro
tection is still to a very large extent concentrated on individual buildings and groups of buildings ef
particular eminence. Today's lively debate concerning the huwan environment shows. however.
that maintenance of the immovable cultural assets is no longer merely a question of protecting indi
vidual monuments but a much wider problem, namely how to bring about a harmonious development
of the physical environment in built-up areas.

At this prelimin'ary stage the Swedish Government does not wish to cOIIlment on the draft in all
its details. The text contains a great number of recommendations, often of a rather technical nature'.
which may be advantageous if the recommendation is to be looked upon as a check-list of possible
measures at national level. 1\n elaborate text like this, on the other hand, is difficult to read and
therefore risks to be less referred to by national authorities. It may also lead to misinterpretations.
Moreover, a simpler and more flexible wording of the proposals for protective measures in Chap
ter V would be generally advisable in view of the diverging administrative, legislative and fiHcal
systems in member countries.

The preliminary draft convention

The Swedish Government is highly aware of the common responsibility of all nations for safe
guarding cultural property of universal value. In its opinion it is essential that a permanent inter
national system for the protection of outstanding monuments and sites be established to the benefit
of all countries, the developing countries in particular. The necessity of identifying the monuments,
groups of buildings and sites, which urgently need protection, and of establishing priorities uetween
them is clearly recognized by the Swedish authorities. So is the need for an international body to
which this responsibility could be entrusted. The Swedish Government is therefore in favour of the
establishment of an Intergoverrullental Committee, attached to Unesco, for the purpose of making
an overall assessment of the most imminent needs for international monument protection. This
Committee should, furthermore, have the responsibility to review all questions unde" sub-chapter 3,
"Preservation and Development of the Cultural lIeritage" of Unesco's programme and budget, which
concerns projects of a character referred to in the preliminary draft convention.

The idea of a special fund at the Committee's disposal has not, however, met with the approval
of the Swedish competent authorities. Resources should be made available, instead, within the frame
work of the Regular programme and budget for studies concerning i. a. effective methods of safe
guarding ancient monuments and sites, as well as other background documentation for the Commit
tee's work.

When it ,-=omes to granting financial assistance for actual rescue or restoration operatiolU, the
Swedish Government holds the view that such assistance should be directed towards saving the cul
tural assets in countries which are economically less developed. In view of the veryhigh importance
attached by the developing countries themselves to the safeguarding of their national cultural heri
tage, the most appropriate way of channelling international assistance seems to be through U~DI'.
Projects for the restoration of cultural property would thus be included in the general scheme of
Country programming.

THAILAND

The Department afFine Arts, Ministry of Education of Thailand has no o.bservation or com
ments on the draft recommendation. 1\t:- for the draft convention, the Department of Fine 1\rts not\!s
that the statement in Article 19 (1) lines 4-5 which reads: "in addition to indications and estimliltes
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provided in Article 1 paragraph 5 of this convention.••••• ", appears to be incorrect as there is no
mention of "indications" or "estimates" in paragraph 5 of that article. The statement should be
corrected so that "Article I, paragraph 5", be changed to "Article I, paragraph 3".

The Department of Fine Arts, Ministry of Education approves and supports the report and the
two preliminary drafts in general.

UNITED KINGDOM

These are complex regulations requiring deep and detailed study, and the situation has been fur
ther complicated by the IUCN draft conv'~ntionon the "world heritage" to be considered at the Stockholm
Conference. You doubtless have this very much in mind in preparing for the Unesco meeting of ex
perts scheduled for April 1972. I attach a note (AppendixA)whichsetsouttheUnitedKingdom'satti
tude on the relationship hetween these two conventions, the substance of which will also be commu
nicated to the Secretariats of the Cnited Nations Preparatory Committee and of mCN.

Against this background, and in the hope that they will be helpful, I attach as Appendices Band
C respectively interim comments on the Unesco draft convention and recommendation. (One ortwo
other points are still under consideration and further comments may follow - this will be confirmed
soon one way or the other). Nothing in these comments should, of course, be taken to imply that the
United Kingdom would be prepared at a later stage to adhere to international instruments in this
field.

APPENDIX A

UNESCO DRAFT CONVENTION ON THE PROTECTION OF
MONUJI,tENTS, GROUPS OF BUILDINGS AND SITES

United Kingdom's comments on relationship with draft convention
on the world heritage..:

. Following preliminary work started by the International Union for Conservation of Nature, that
body was invited by the Preparatory Committee for the United Nations Conference on the HumanEn
vironment to prepare a draft convention on conservation of the world heritage. This draft was con
sidered by an Intergovernmental Working Group on Conservation in September 1971. The Working
Group made certain recommendations tothe Secretary-General of the Conference (A!CONF.48{PC.ll/
Add.3), and he is to report progress on preparing various draft conventions to the 4th meeting of
the Preparatory Committee in March 1972 (A/CONF. 48iIlI/CRP. 14/Add. 3, paragraph 35). Mean
while all States members of the United Nations are being consulted about the draft world heritage
convention. These comments will be available to the Preparatory Committee. The United Kingdom
considers it desirable that the Preparatory Committee should also have available t::; it the views ex
pressed by governments on the Unesco draft convention.

The United Nations Conference Secretary-General has already commented that the existence of
two draft conventions raises a matter of principle, which has yet to be resolved. He considered that
governments would be in a position to express their i,ntentions regarding the creation of a world
heritage foundation consistent with the. draft convention being elaborated by Unesco through the pre
sent round of consultations on the two (A/CONF.48/PC.ll/Add.3', paragraphs 12 and 13).

The United Kingdom considers that these matters must be resolved 1?efore the Unesco meeting
of experts in April and believp.s that if a summary of all comments submitted by governments on
both draft conventions is made available to the Preparatory Committee for its March meeting, that
Committee can advise governments how to deal with the two draft conventions. This is a question

. that cannot bE: 1eft to the secretaries of the three bodies involved to resolve, though it would be of
value to the Preparatory Committee if they were to meet and c~nsider what advice they might give
to governments.

The United Kingdom is opposed to the proliferation of ov~rl~pphtg international·~onventions.It
is particularly concerned to avoid duplication betw~en the world heritage convention and the Unesco
convention. The IWG on Conservation suggested that this coulU be achieved by~he former concentrating

-
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on "natural" sites. While accepting that this might be possible, the United Kingdom is notcollvinced
that it is necessary or desirable to have two separate conventions, and would therefore hope that
the United Nations Conference Preparatory Committee will consider this point carefully when it
meets in March. The United Kingdom considers that the best way of avoiding duplication would be
to have a single convention. This should be under Unesco auspices, since that Organization has com
petence over the whole field - either directly, or through its relations with non-governmental bodies,
such as IUCN.

If the preparatory Committee were to agree in March that a single convention should be pre
pared, then the Unesco meeting of experts would be invited to take account of the "IUCN" draft con
vention, and of comments made on it, in preparing their composite convention for Autumn. The
possibility of appointing IUCN to administer that section of the convention which is concerned with
natural sites should be considered; specific provision could be made for this in the convention.

If, however, a majority of governments favour two conventions. then the United Kingdom would
wish to have the "IUCN" convention .::onfined to natural sites and the Unesco convention to exclude
these.

APPENDIX B

PRELIMINARY DRAFT CONVENTION CONCERNING THE PROTECTION OF
MONUMENTS, GROUPS OF BUILDINGS AND SITES OF UNIVERSAL VALUE

General

The preamble to the draft convention is much too long and should, if possible, be considerably
shortened. Although such long preambles are common in international agreements of this kind, they
are dangerous, eveJ1 if they are very carefully drafted, since, by using the preamble, one can often
read into the convention meanings which were not intended.

The draft convention embraces most types and conditions of natural sites including" areas of
country of special interest by reason of their beauty", but no attempt is made to define these" areas" ,
be the;y large or small.

Article 4

The words "active development" in line 1 seem inappropriate as applied to ancient monuments
(i. e. ruins).

Article 9.3

Clarification is needed. Is the list to be based on the requests envisaged in 9. I? If so, well
and good. Or is it to be compiled by the Committee itself? If so, this sets the Committee on the
unwelcome path of unsolicited intervention in the affairs of sovereign States (notwithstanding the
reference in Article 5.2 respecting sovereignty).

Articles 11-18

The United Kingdom cannot accept the financial proposals. It must cppose the establishment of
a sectoral international fund, particularly one to which governments would be obliged to make com
pulsory contributions. Nor could it accept any international obligation to introduce administrative,
legal and fiscal measures for the purposes set out in Articles 15, 16 and 18. It is also pertinent to
point out that the wording of these Articles, particularly 18.2, is such that they appear to be direct
ed in part to monuments. etc., which are not of universal value; despite the" safeguard" in Article 2,
there would seem to be advantage in tightening up the wording of these Articles so that they relate
only to monuments etc., of "t.niversal value".

Article 19. 1

It would seem that the reference to Article 9. 5 should be to Article 9. 3.

- =
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Articlt' 19.2

There are dangerous implications in allowing the Committee to thrust its attentions on so\"
ereign States who have not asked for them, and it is thought likely that a considerable number of
Contracting States would not take kindly to this Article of the convention.

Article 20

This seems a bit too tightly drawn. For instance, there may be cases where the deterioration
is slow, but the cost of arresting it is beyond the means of the country owning the monument.

Article 22(dl

Presumably non-~payable is meant.

Article 24

It is perhaps worth considering whether "certain exceptions" should be defined.

APPENDIX C

PRELli\JINARY DRAFT RECOl\1i\1ENDATION CONCERNING THE PROTECTION,
AT NATIONAL LEVEL, OF MONUMENTS, GROUPS OF BUILDINGS AND SITES
(Annex I to SHC/MD/17)

General

The recommendation attempts to cover too much ground and also goes too much into detail.
This leads to difficulties, anomalies and imprecisions. To quote just one instance, a number of
the provisions are <;learly aimed at occupied places ("historic buildings") but these are often not
appropriate to ruined structures (ancient monuments). No attempt is made to pick up all of these
in the detailed comments below, but it is suggested that, to avoid large -scale, detailed amendments,
there might somewhere be a paragraph to the general effect that the precise measures to be adopted
should depend on the legislation and the organizational systems of each country. This would make
it much easier for countries to accept some of the detailed provisions elsewhere which, for sound
legal or administrative reasons, they would not be able fully to implement. There is a precedent
for this in paragraph 13 of the recommendation concerning the preservation of cultural property
endangered by public or private works.

Paragraph 1

1. The definitions could hardly be broader, not only in the range of things to be protected but also
within some of the categories. For instance, any monument would seem to qualify however slight
its interest. This would appear to make for difficulties in the effective application of the very de
tailed provisions of the recommendation. As a minimum it is therefore suggested that paragraph 1
(a) should be made more selective, e. g. by inserting "such" before "archaeological" and adding"as
to warrant their protection" at the end. Should it not also be made clear that the definition is limited
to immovable things?

2. The inclusion of underwater archaeological sites could cause difficulties for some countries.

Paragraph 2

The "acHve development" of ancient monuments (ruins) is not something the United Kingdom
would welcome, e. g. if it means conjectural reconstruction.

Paragraph 5

This seemB too sweeping. It may sometimes be necessary to move a monument (e. g. Abu
SimbC'l) in its own interest•

. T --------------------------------------------------- ..
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Paragraph I I

Not all governments may wish to appeal for money to the ta.xpayers who have already provided
the money the governments spend in this field.

Paragraphs 2 I and 22

These are virtually impossible tasks having regard to the broadness of the definition in
paragraph I.

Paragraph 27

1. Having regard especially (but not perhaps exclusively) to the broad definition" in no case" is
too sweeping. And the "surroundings" of a monument could include unsuitable modern intrusions
whose removal would benefit it.

Paragraph 30

The broad definition makes the task in the first sentence (note the word "all") an impossible
one.

Paragraph 45

In the ancient monuments field at least the idea of expropriation and transfer to private per
sons will cause difficulties.

Paragraphs 49-51

Since the recommendation is concerned with immovable items, flotsam and jetsam should be
deleted.

Paragraph 62

This will not be acceptable to some countries.

Paragraph 63

The United Kingdom would have reservations about this so far as ancient monuments are
concerned.

Paragraph 65

The United Kingdom doubts if this would be at all appropriate for ancient monuments.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

I

In response to your circular letter CL/2156 dated 20 July 1971, I am etlclosing a commentary
on Unesco's preliminary report on international instruments for the protection of monuments,
groups of buildings and sites (document SHC/MD/17). This commentary was prepared in consulta
tion with the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation.

The commentary, as you will observe, recommends that there be anticipation of further sub
mission by the United States either prior to or during the deliberations of the Special Committee
scheduled to meet in Paris in April 1972.

Policy matters related to international instruments concerning the protection of monuments.
groups of buildings and sites, is under active consideration by the United States Government at this
time. The results of these deliberations and the policy positions reached will have a direct bearing
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on the contribution of the United States to the work of the Special Committee in April, as well as
the position that the United States delegation will take when the recommendation and the internation
al convention will be presented to the Unesco General Conference for adoption.

Coml1lentary: Preliminary draft recommendation concerning the protection,
at national level, of monuments, groups of buildings and sites

In general, the preliminary draft recommendations to Member States to be used in setting up
or improving national systems for the protection of monuments, groups of buildings and 3ites is
acceptable and consistent with the announced policies of the United States Government. The prelim
inary draft incorporates previous submissions to Unesco on this subject as well as the' views of
United States experts participating in the preparatory meetings leading to the present draft.

Paragraph-by-paragraph commentary

35. Consultative bodies

For clarification, the third paragraph of this section should be amended. It now reads: "It is
composed of 17 members, six of whom are members of the President's Cabinet and 11 other spe
cialists ••. " It should read: ''It is composed of 20 members, ID of whom are ex officio and represent
the President's Cabinet as well as institutional leadership and 10 private citizen specialists appoint
ed by the President ... "

The preliminary draft

By title and dl;!finition, this draft encompasses monuments, buildings and sites. Sites are.des
cribed as topographic areas whether the work of nature or the combined work of nature and man. It
is under this item that natural resources fall and receive consideration. The preliminary draft rec-

.~ommendation is written in a manner and with terminology and emphasis that gives disproportionate
attention to cultural resources. It should be carefully edited throughout in order to establish the
desirable level of balance if it is intended that the protection of natural resources and the protection
of cultural resources should receive equal attention by national governments.

Scientific and technical measures

21-29 Many aspects of these several paragraphs focus on styles or techniques. Such styles or
techniques may vary from country to country or region to region depending upon the processes ac
ceptable to the various authorities. A more suitable approach in this section of ."ccommendations
might be to state the scientific and technical measures in a more general fashion especially in light
of the anticipation that Unesco will, in the mor.ths to come, make available to 1\1ember States publi
cations that will deal with restoration and protection techniques.

Legal measures

38-55 Several proposals in this section are inconsistent with the ri~hts and privileges of property
ownership practised and enjoyed by several Member States of Unesco. Once again, generalizations
rather than specifics might be a more desirable approach to recommended legal measures.

Commentary: Preliminary draft convention concerning the protection of
'monuments, groups of buildings and sites of universal value

The United States has supported the international effort to protect, preserve and restore monu
ments' groups of buildings and sites of universal value. Evidence of this support can be found in
the financial contributions of this Government, the assisting participation of government experts
and finally in the statements of Richard M. Nixon, President, contained in his environmental mes
sage sent to the Congress of the United States in Februar~ of 197,1. He said:

"World Heritage Trust

As the United States approaches the centennial celebration in 1972 of the establishment
of Yellowstone National Park, it would be appropriate to mark this historic event by a new in
ternational initiative in the general field of parks. Yellowstone is the first national park to
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have been created in the modern world, and the national park concept has represented a l11ajor
contribution to world culture. Similar systems have now been established throughout the world.
The United Nations lists over 1,200 parks in 93 nations.

The national park concept is based upon the recognition that certain areas of natural, his
torical' or cultural significance have such unique and outstanding characteristics that the v must
be treated as belonging to the nation as a whole, as part of the nation's heritage. .

It would be fitting by 1972 for the nations of the world to agree to the principle that there
are certain areas of such unique world-wide value that they should be treated as part of the
heritage of all mankind and accorded special recognition as part of a World Heritage Trust.
Such an arrangement would impose no limitations on the sovereignty of those nations which
choose to participate, but would extend special international recognition to the areas which
qualify and would make available technical and other assistance where appropriate to assist in
their protection and management. I believe that such an initiative car. add a new dimension to
international co-operation.

I am directing the Secretary of the Interior, in co-ordination with the Council on Environ
mental Quality, and under the foreign policy guidance of the Secretary of State, to develop ini
tiatives for presentation in appropriate international forums to further the objectives of a World
Heritage Trust.

Confronted with the pressures of population and dllvelopment, and with the world's tre
mendously increased capacity for environmental modification, we must act together now to save
for future generations the most outstanding natural areas as well as places of unique historical,
archaeological, architectural, and cultural value to mankind. "

In light of this proposal by President Nixon, the deliberations currently in progress regarding
the implementation of the President's proposal, and in light of other international efforts on behalf
of the human environment, generally, any commentary on the Unesco preliminary draft convention
concerning the protection of monuments, groups of bUildings and sites of universal value would be
premature. It is anticipated that there could be a commentary on the preliminary draft convention
ayailable to the committee of experts that will consider this matter when the committee is convened
in April 1972.

II

At the September meeting of the Working Group on Conservation held in New York, the United
States tabled a draft entitled "World Heritage Trust", which included natural, cultural, and historic
areas and for which funding was to be through voluntary sources. Although the Working Group rec
0mmended limiting the "World Heritage Trust" to mainly natural areas and the Unesco convention
to mainly cultural and historical areas, the United States firmly believes that a "World Heritage
Trust" should include all three areas. Further, the Secretariat mentioned in the "World Heritage
Trust'1 could be Unesco, with the programme activities for primarily natural areas performed by
IUCN under contract or through another arrangement with Unesco. ICO,I\10S could have a similar
rOle on cultural and historical areas. I

Noting that Unesco can accept Secretariat responsibilities for the "World Heritage Trust" only
on action of its General Conference, the United states believes that the following schedule could
meet the interests of all concerned:

A•• Including appropriate consultation with the Stockholm Conference staff, Unesco, mCN,ICOl\10S,
the Unit~d States plans to develop a new "World Heritage Trust" draft using the United States
September draft together with appropriate portions ofthe Unesco draft convention. The new draft
"World Heritage Trust" will be prepared by the end of January and submitted as the United
States· comments to Unesco 0l,1 its proposed convention. ~

B. The United States objective is that the U. S. new draft be the basis for discussions and refine
ments by the Unesco Group of Experts Meeting in April 1972, which should include representa
tives of the Stockholm Conference staff, mCN and ICOMOS •

..
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C. The resulting document would be available at the Stockholm Conference under an appropriate
resolution urging completion of the convention and initiation of national actions covered by the
draft convention.

D. The Unesco General Conference in October-November would complete action on the convention.

The United States hopes that Unesco will look favourably on the concept of the "World Heritage
Trust" as outlined above and will initiate disr:ussions with IUCN and the Stockholm Conference Secre
tariat as soon as possible in order to develop the details of the procedure for the completion of the
convention with appropriate involvement by the Stockholm Conference.

THE HEPUBLIC OF VIET-NAM

In reply to your letter under reference, I have the honour to inform you that the Secretariat of
State for Cultural Affairs has no proposals to make regarding the repozot and the preliminary draft
recommendation and convention concerning the protection of monuments, groups of buildings and
sites.

a.
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ANNEX II

ANALYS[~; OF TilE GENERAL COMMENTS AND OBSI~ I(VA !'lO:,\S
PUT FORWAHD BY MEMBEH srArES. INVOLVING

l'HOr'OSALS FOH TIlE AMENDMENT OF TIlE PHELll\,llNAHY DI(,\ V l'
HECOMMENDATION AND PRELIMINAHY DRAFT CONVENTION

DOCIlMENT SHC/MD/17

1. lt should be noted that the comments as a whole are in favour of the action taken by UIH'SCO with
a view to the adoption by the General Conference of a Recommendation concerning the protection

at national level of monuments, groups of buildings and sites. and of a convention concerning the in
ternational protection of monuments. groups of buildings and sites of universal value.

2. A summary of the observations made by Member States on the provision!:; of the preliminary
drafts. together with the Secretariat I!:; comments. will be found below. Thc::;~ ub!:;ervation!:;

have been grouped in the order of the paragrapI.s of the preliminary draft recommendation and of
the articles of the preliminary draft convention to which they, refer.

A. Observations on the preliminary draft recommendation
General

3. Most of the replies. in their general observations. endorse Unesco'!:; action in this field, point-
ing out that it is in line with the new trends that have developed or arc taking !:;!Hlpe in thL' setting

up or improvement of regional and national systems for the protection of moriuments. groups of build
ings and sites, and stating that the provisions of the preliminary draft recommendation con!:;titute an
excellent basis for international co-operation.

Other JIIIember States emphasize that the provisions of the prdiminary draft recommendation
are extremely detailed and at times difficult to implement.

Secretariat comment - The latter observations will be dealt with in the chapter on "protective
measures".

PREAMBLE

4. Italy criticizes the wording of the fifth preambular paragraph. which deals in a single !:;entence
with two separate ideas: the idea that the various components of the heritage to be safeguarded

form a homogeneous group and the need to integrate them into the social and economic life of each
nation.

Ita7~ also draws attention to a printing error in the te'nth paragraph of the preamble. where the
word: D£:sires" at the beginning of the paragraph should be replaced by the prcs~nt participle:
"Desiring". -- ,

Secretariat comment -

5. Both these observations have, been taken into account in the revised prp.amble .

. "
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l'i\ BAGI{!\ PIl- B Y- PJ\J{AGIlAPH ,,"Ol\ll\1ENTARY

I. DEFINITIONS

G. /\ustralia rl'marks that insufficient attention has been given to the wording of paragraph (cl with
rl'gard to the definition of "sites If. Furthermore, a possible conflict might arise between sci

entific research on a site or mon~ment and the preservation of such site or monument. Archaeo
logical excavation, for example, is by nature destructive.

i\ further point made is that sites lalling within category (cl, while representing an important
part of the world's cultural heritage" often have research values rather tlwn aesthetic or public re
creation value::>.

Italy considers that it would be prefer<;.0le not to base the definitions of groups of buildings and
sites on the fact that they "warrant" protection, but on their intrinsic qualities.

With regard to traces of human industry or civilization, Italy also points out that industry, to
gether with other activities such as science, art and culture, are a part of such civilization.

The United States of America considers that disproportionate attention is given to cultural re
sources as compared with natu~'al resources and would like Cl balance to be established between the
two categories of resources sv that they will receive equal attention from national governments.

I'

The United Kingdom unde l"lines the broadness of the definitions of the range of things to be pro
tected. It should be made clear that the definition is limited to immovable things. It would be ad
visable to redraft paragraph l(al to restrict the definition to property of such interest as to warrant
protection. '

Secretariat comment

7. These observations are well-founded. However, they do not all call for radical amendment of .
the wording of the definitions, at least at the present stage of work on the draft recommendation.

The pertinent observation made by Australia will be noted for transmission to the competent
services of States responsible fOl' authorizing work or excavations either in or on protected monu
ments, groups of buildings or sites. Even though some destruction in a part of the monument or
site which is of minor interest may be entailed, perm~,ts will nevertheless be issued, if the work
is carried out under suitably strict scient' ~ supervision and if it is designed to enhance the interest
or value of the immovable property in que~tion. The revised text of the recommenda'tion takes ac
count of the two observations made by Italy: the definitions have been amended accordingly. At the,
same time, since civilization is necessarily "human", it has been thought preferable to omit the .;
adjective.

To establish a balance between the definitions of cultural and natural resources, as proposed
by the Uniten States of America, and to take into account the observation made by Australia. it
seems necessary to include works of nature. as well as architectural work~ or works of monumen
tal sculpture, in the definitions under paragraph (a) Monuments. With the same intent, national
parks and nature reserves have been aq~edtfto the defiuition of sites in paragraph (c), 'It should be
made clear that, in the discussions of" the meetings of experts held before the 'preliminary draft
recommendation was prepared. neither of the two categories of resources considered was given
preferential attention; on the contrary, it was stated that all such resources. whether. cultural or
natural, formed a homogeneous whole and should all receive equal protection from States. without
distinction.

This principle was upheld and endorsed by the General Conference's decisic.n regarding the pre
paration of a recommendation to cover both categories of resources. The amendments made in the
revised draft to the definitions of the things to be protected help to rectify any impression of a lack
of balance which the preliminary draft might have given.

"
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In any case, the attention of the Special Committee of Government Experts is drawn to the prob
1"01 of definitions. which is perhaps more troublesome in connexion with the draft Convention a!::i
'.'xplained in section B of this document.

H. NATIONAL POLICY

Paragraph 2

8. The United Kingdom states that the "active development" of anci.ent monuments (ruins) would
not be acceptable if it means conjectural reconstruction.

Secretariat comment -

9. In general, the French term "mise en valeur", when applied to monuments. groups of buildings
and sites, is taken to mean conserving and arranging them to bring out their potentialities to

best advantage. It is difficult to find a concise and entirely satistactory English eqlivalent and it
would seem that the association of the adjective "active" with the word "development" may account
for the disquiet expressed.' A more appropriate form of words should be found for the English.

Ill. GENERAL PRINCIPLES

Paragraph 5

10. The United Kingdom points out that the provision contained in this paragraph is too, sweeping
since it may sometimes be necessary to move a monument in its own interest (e. g. Abu Simbel).

Secretariat comment -

1L To take account of the United Kingdom I s comment, the words "in principl-.:" have been inserted
in this clause.

Paragraphs 8 and 9

12. Italy argues that, while it is certainly desirable to give monuments, groups of buildings and
sites a place in contemporary life, as provided in paragraph D, any such use should be com

patible with their cultural character, especially so far as tou~Aism is concerned.

Secretilriat comment -

13.. Account has been taken of this observation in the revised wording of paragraph 8, but since it
is applicable regardless of the use made of the property in question, it was not thought advis

able to make special mention of tourism.

Paragraph 1L

14. The United Kingdom considers that some governments may not wish to appeal to tax-payers for
financial support.

Secretariat comment -

15. The wording of this paragraph has been amended to take account of the United Kingdom's
comment.

"','. (;",: .. "'\\
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IV. ORGANIZATION OF SERVICES

Specialized public services

Paragraph 13

16. A~stralia would like the t;tudy of the sdentific problems arising in connexion with the conser
vation of material produced by sub-marine archaeological excavations to be mentioned in the

paragraphs dealing with laboratories.

Secretariat comment

17. Although the recommendation is essentially concerned with the protection of the immovable cul
tural and natural heritage of States, it seems possible to include this proposal concerning mov

able items, since the laboratories in question are responsible, in many Member States for both im
movable and movable property.

Advisory bodies

Paragraph 14

18. The United States of Americ! has the following correction to make to section35 of do~ument
SHC/MD/17:

"For clarificatio~; the third paragraph of this section should be amended. It now reads: It
(the Advisory Council) is composed of 17 members, six of whom are members of the President's·
Cabinet and 11 other specialists ... If. It should reid: "It is composed of 20 members, ten of .
whom are ex officio and represent the President's Cabinet as well as institutional leadership, and
ten ar~ private citizen specialists appointed by the President ... If.

Ital:>: considers that it would be well to mention, besides representatives of the major preser
vation societies and of the administrations concerned, other scientific and technical experts (teachers,
research workers, etc.) who do not necessarily represent such societies or administrations.

Secretariat comment -

19. The comment by the United States of America is a simple statement of faCt, entailing no amend
ment to the text of the recommendation. With regard to Italy's remark, the inclusion of the

word "experts" in this provision would s,~em to cover all the categories of persons mentioned ~bove.

.Competence of central, federal and local bodies

Paragraph 19 ~

20. Austria brings up a peculiar problem of its own, with regard to the division of authority between
the Federation (the State) and the LAnder (federal provinces).

Italy asks that the word "regional" be added to the title of the paragraph.

Secretariat comment -

21. The problem raised by. Austria will be dealt with in the,; analysis of the observations. relating to
the preliminary draft Conv.ention. Action has been taken to me.et Italy's request.

.' ~

.:.C'

V. PROTECTIVE MEASURES

Paragraph 20

22. The pnited Kingdom suggests th~t, in .order to. avoid large-scale amendments to the provision
of the recommendation (which it considers to be too long and detailed), a paragraph be included

to the general effect that the precise measures to be adopted should depend on the legislation and the
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organizational systems of each country. It points out that there is a precedent for this in paragraph
13 of the recommendation concerning the preservation of cultural property endangered by public or
private works, adopted by the General Conference of Unesco at its fifteenth session in 1968.

Sweden considers that the proposals for protective measures in Chapter V are difficult to read,
and that it would be advisable to adopt a simpler and more nexible wording, because of the widely
varying administrative, legislative and fiscal systems of Member States.

The United States of America specifically proposes that references to the scientific and techni
cal measures to be taken for protection (paragraphs 21-29), whic~may vary from one country or
region to another, should be in more general terms, especially since Unesco in the months to come
is to make available to Member States publications dealing with restoration and protection techniques.

Secretariat comment -

23. One of the publications referred to in the reply from the United States would seem to be the
manual entit:!.~d "Preserving and Restoring Monuments and Historic Buildings", which has just

come out. The articles in this book, and others published under Unesco's auspices. are the re
sponsibility of their authors alone and ccm therefore serve only as useful sources of information con
cerning scientific and technical developments with regard to protection. While it feels that the
recommendations regarding protection contained in Chapter V are in very general terms, the
Secretariat fully appreciates the desirability of their being harmonized with the legislation of
Member States. .

Account has accordingly been taken of the United Kingdom's suggestion in the wording of para
graph 20. Furthermore, several paragraphs in Chapter V have been amended in accordance with
suggestions put forward by Member States, with due regard for the views of the United Kingdom,
Sweden and the United States of America: Should it be found necessary, later on, to alter the struc
ture of Chapter V any more, so that the measures provided for therein may be more compatible
with the diverse administrative, legislative and fiscal systems of Member States, this will be a
matter for the Special Committee of Government Experts.

Paragraphs 21-22

24. In connexion with paragraph 22, Australia asks for mention to be made of carrying out very
thorough and comprehensive overall surveys fo determine the number and relative importance

of various monuments, groups of buildings and sites and to identify sites that are not yet officially
lmown or precisely located. .

The United Kingdom remarks that the tasks implied in these paragraphs are virtually impos-
sible in view of the broadness of the definitibns. .

Brazil suggests that the following passage be inserted among paragraphs 23, 24 and 25:

"StU'dies and s'urveys should be made on a scientific basis with a view to the organization, guid
ance and planning of urban and industrial development, the dev-elopment of tourism and roads, and
regional development, in such a way as to safeguard and enhance the monuments, groups of buildings
and sites. 11

Secretariat comment -

25. These comments are pertinent although mutually contradictory. The Secretariat can only leave
it to the Committee of Experts and the General Conference to decide on the scope and extent of

this chapter. Australia's comment might also come in under paragraph 30.

The wording of paragraphs 21 and 22 has been slightly amended in line with the Unit~d Kingdom's
comments.

Paragraph 27

26. The United Kingdom points out that modern intrusions may be· found in the surroun'dings of a
monument, and it might be in the interests of the monument for them to be demolished.

iJ.'
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Secretariat comment

')~- ,. The wording of this paragraph is not at variance with the wishes of the United Kingdom.
avoid its being interpreted too literally, the words "in principle" have been inserted.

Paragraph 28

28. Italy suggests that the measures taken against shocks and vibrations should be extended to
those caused by trains. It also criticizes the second part of this paragraph as wrongly lumping

together pollution and natural disasters against which no preventive measures can be taken, and
points out that there is no reference in the text to possible repair work.

Secretariat comment -

29. The revised wording of paragraph 28 takes the gist of these observations into account, but noth-
ing has been done to meet the objection concerning the lumping together in the same sentence of

pollution and natural disasters since, contrary to what is said in the observation, preventive meas
ures can be taken against natural disasters (against earthquakes or fires, etc., as for instance in
Japan).

Administrative measures:

Paragraph 30

30. Italy remarks in general tha't, in its opinion. administrative measures should come before tech"
nical measures, while the measures that are more administrative than legal in character, con

tained in paragraphs 40-46, should be grouped with the other administrative measures. It also
feels that legal and administrative measures could be regrouped under a single heading entitled
"protective measures".

Lastly, Italy points out that the reference, in paragraph 30, to the particular attention to be
paid to buildings which, without being of special importance, are inseparable from their environ
ment and contribute to its character, might give the impression that less care need be devoted to
works of great importance.

The United Kingdom remarks that the world "all" (in the English text) makes the tasks des
cribed in this paragraph impossible to accomplish.

Secretariat comment -

31. The measures specified in paragraphs 40 to 46 are not essentially administrative in character.
Chapter V as a whole is entitled "Protective measures", which would seem to be in line with

Italy's proposal.

The suggested sub-divisions - (1) scientific and technical; (2) administrative; (3) legal; (4)
financial - appear to be logical. Points of detail as regards the content may be matters for discus
sion but the general scheme does not seem open to criticism.

On the other hand, the ambiguity noted by Italy has been removed in the amended text proposed
for paragraph 30.

The word "tous" does not appear in the French text.', The English version has therefore been
~ altered. ,.. ,.:

.!l',~ •

Earagraph 33

32. Italy suggests that the word "universitaire" in th~ French text of this paragraph should be re
placed, by the word "~ducative" since any type of school may represent a suitable new us~ f9r

certain categories of monuments or buildings'.
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Secretariat comment

33. The word "universitaire" has a broad meaning covering any educational institution, regardless
of the level of instruction, and a narrower meaning rdating only to highL'r edul'ation. In allY

event, the suggested substitution is acceptable and has been insertpd in the new vl'rsion of pal'agl'aph :J:3,

Legal measures:

Paragraphs 42 and 44

34. The United States of America considers that several of the legal proposal::f arc inconsistvnt with
the system of property ownership in many Member States. Generalizations would be preferable

to over-specific provisions. .

Austria considers that it would be difficult to put into practice paragraph 42. which pl'ovidl's
for ordering the owner of a protected building whose conservation is seriously endangered to have
the necessary work done, since the necessary State contribution to the financing of the work of pro
tection would entail the allocation of substantial budgetary funds.

Secretariat comment -

35. In response to the wishes expressed by the United States of America and Austria for less spe
cific and more flexible provisions, the wording of paragraphs 42 and 44 has been amendl'd.

Paragraph 45

36. The United Kingdom notes that the idea of expropriation and transfer of ownership to private
persons would cause difficulties, at least ~n the ancient monuments field. ..

Secretariat comment -

37. Paragraph 45 has been revised as far as possible to take this suggestion into account.

Paragraphs 49 and 51

38. Australia points out that, under the terms of paragraph 49, flotsam and jetsam to which title
is unclaimed should be the property of the State, whereas paragraph 50 implies that the finder

may acquire special rights in the property by virtue of finding. This is considered an undesirable
situation; it would be preferable for the recompense given to the finder to be relatl·rJ to the costs
of finding rather than to the monetary value of the find. ,,: "lo,

Furthermore, Australia points out that the destruction of underwater archaeological sites in
volves the use of valuable equipment, including vessels. It would therefore be desirable for pro
vision to be made for the confiscation of equipment used in illicit sub-marine excavation, as a de
terrent, among the penalties mentioned in paragraph 51.

The United Kingdom proposes the deletion of all mention of flotsam and jetsam in the text of
paragraphs 49-51, since the recommendation is concerned solely with immovable items.

Secretariat comment -

39. Although the observation of the United Kingdom is justified, it was considered necessary to
protect flotsam and jetsam since they form part of the seabed before excavations are earried

out.

The two ideas contained in paragraph 49 and in paragraph 50, respectively, are not contradic
tory. Th~ rights of the finder are not to be considered as rights of ownership. On the other hand.
if he has run risks and had expenses to bear, it is natural that he should receive some compensa
tion, some recompense. The paragraph does not state that the compensation should be related to
the monetary value of the find.

\!'YiM:-:f~,J,';..;:r·.!~:·::, . ,.---__..__ =__=..'~1IlI!I--~-~~------~------------------
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However, to dispel any misunderstanding, the revised wording of paragraph 50 sp.ecifies, in
accordance with the wishes if Australia, that the recompense to be paid to the finder shall be "cal
culated by referLnce to the costs he may have incurred".

To deter clandestine sub-marine excavations, the penalties provided for in paragraph 51 have
been increased at the request of Australia.

Financial measures:

Paragraph 60

-10. The wording of this paragraph has been modified by the addition of the phrase "as far as pos
sible". This is in line with the amended wording of paragraphs 42 and 44.

Paragraph 62

41. Italy would like the word "should" to be replaced by "may", since the setting up of "National
Monuments Funds 11 may be useful but cannot be regarded as an obligation.

The United Kingdom believes this clause will not be acceptable to some countries.

Secretariat comment -

42. To take account of the views expressed by Italy and the United Kingdom, the wording of para
graph 62 has been amended.

Paragraph 63

43. The United Kingdom has reservations about this paragraph.

Secretariat comment -

44. The paragraph has been sIightly amended.

.Paragraph 64

45. For the same reasons as stated above, i~taly asks that the words "should be payable" be re
placed by "might be contemplated so as .

*
Secretariat comment -

46. The new wording of paragraph 64 meets this wish.

Paragraph 65

47. The United Kingdom dou~ts whether the provisions .of this paragraph would be appropriate.

Secretariat comment -

48. This paragraph has been slightly amended.

VI. EDUCATIONAL AND CULTURAL ACTION.·

Paragraphs 66-69

49. Australia considers that insufficient attention has been given to the rOle of educational and cul
tural action in the recommendation, adding that any conservation programme calls for identifi

cation of natural treasures, appreciation' of their significance and a real willingness to safeguard
them.

. ·,,11.... !~
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Secretariat comment -

50. There is no doubt that educational action is of uasic importance in thi1; conlll·xion. It ha;; al-
ready been dealt with in paragraphs 37-42 of the recommendation concerning the l;afl'guarding

of the ueauty and character of landscapes and sites, adopted in 1962, and in paragraphs :n-34 of
the recommendation concerning the preservation of cultural property endange red by puulic 0, pri
vate works, adopted in 1968. Such action might even be the subject of a spf'cial n~comrnendation;

but in the context of the present recommendation, which is considered somewhat overdetailed uy
the United States of America and Sweden, it would seem difficult to act on Australia's proposal.

B. Observations on the preliminary draft convention
General observations

51. Most of the replies received explicitly approve the action taken by Unesco with a view to the
adoption of the General Conference of a Convention concerning the protection of monuments,

groups of buildings and sites of universal value. The question of the field of application of this
instrument has, however, been raised in connexion with the preparation by the International Union
for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN)"of ..· draft convention on con!>ervation of
the world heritage, to be submitted to the United Nations Conference on the Human Snvironment,
which is to be held in Stockholm next' June.

The United Kingdom, after referring to certain suggestions that the lUCN draft should ue con
fined to natural sites while the Unesco Convcntion would apply to monuments, states that it is op
posed in principle to the proliferation of overlapping international conventions and considers that
a single convention applying to both natural sites and to monuments should be prepared and adopted.
In the United Kingdom's view, this single convention should be drawn up uy Unesco, since it has
competence over the whole field, while IUCN is in consultative status with it. The Special Com
mittee of Government Experts meeting in April should, in this event, be asked to consider the IUCN
draft and might, if appropriate, model some clauses on provisions contained therein.

Austria and Japan also recommend that the activities of the United Nations should ue closC'ly
co-ordinated with those of Unesco in order to avoid overlapping in international regulations con
ce:'ning the protection of monuments and sites. In Austria's view, account should also be taken of
the recent studies carried out by the Council of Europe in connexion with the drafting of a basic law
for the protection of immovable cultural property in Europe.

Austria also considers that it would be desirable for the convention to be divided into two 1;ep
arate parts (one dealing with historical and artistic monuments, and the other with nature).

The United States of America, in a preliminary reply, indicated that at the present stage of
the work in progress for the implementation of President Nixon's message sent to the Congress of
the United States in February 1971 regarding the World Heritage Trust, and of recent international
efforts on behalf of the protection of the environment, they were not yet in a position to comment on
the preliminary draft convention. Observations would probably he put forward in time for submis
sion to the Special Committee of Government Experts to meet on 4 April 1972.

In a later communication, the United States expressed the opinion that protection of the world
heritage should be dealt with in a single convention covering the three areas - natural, cultural and
historical - which constitute this heritage. This convention should be adopted by the General Con
ference of Unesco at its next session. The functions of the Secretariat to be provided for therein
should be carried out by Unesco, while certain responsibilities for the execution of some programme
activities might be entrusted to IUCN for natural areas and to ICOMOS for cultural and historical
areas,

Secretariat comment -

52. The Secretariat shares the views expressed by the above-mentioned States on the dangers of a
proliferation of international instruments and the need for securing closer co-ordination of the
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l'[fo/'h 01' till' organization::> conct'rned in order to avoid overlapping, As mentionl:'d by the United
Kingdom. intL'l"nation:l1 P/'olection of natural ::>ites falls within the competence of Unesco.

The Une~co C;(,IH'ral ConfprpncL'. morcover, adoptf'd a recommendation in 1962 concerning the
safeguarding of the beauty and character of landscapes and sites and, by its re::>olution 3.412 adopted
at its ::>ixtecnth sL'ssion. instructed the Director-General to prepare a draft international convention
l'oncerning the' internationnl protpction of both monuments and sites.

It is thu::> clear that the General Conference's intention was to institute international protection
in these two area::> by /lIL'ans of a single in::>trument. to llC' submitted to it for adoption at its next
:-:if~ssion~

The United States proposal regarding the rOle that might be entrusted to IUCN and to ICOMOS 
both of which have consultative and associate relations (category A) with Unesco - in the implemen
tation of certain spe'cific programmes, meets with no objection on the part of the Secretariat.

If the provisions of the preliminary draft concerning natural sites seem inadequate'to the Spe
cial Committee of GOVl:'rnment Experts, it will be their task to supplement them after considering
all tlH' suggestions put forward, including those from IUCN.

!\s is explained below, the definitions of natural sites contained in the preliminary draft have
rrlrl:'ady beerl expanded.

l'HEAI\'IBLE

53. Austria would like paragraphs 5 and 6 of the preamble, referring respectively to Unesco's
Constitution and to the 1954 Hague Convention, to be drafted in such a way as to eliminate any

doubt that the new convention applies solely to immovable property.

Italy suggests that the preamble should refer not only to the 1954 Hague Convention but also to
other international conventions.

Italy further proposes that the fourth and the eighth preambular paragraphs should be transposed.
-- ""
The United Kingdom would like the preamble to be shortened if possible.

Secretariat comment -

54. Some of these observations have been acted on in the revised draft of the preamble. It should
be noted, however, that the single reference to The Hague Convention for the Protection of Cul

tural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict makes it possible to place greater emphasis on the
need to draw up a new instrument to provide for the protection of monuments, groupl:j of buildings
and sites of universal value in peace time as well.

I\HTICLE-BY-ARTICLE COMMENTARY

1. Definitions

l\rticles 1 and 2

55. I\ustralia considers that insufficient attention is given to the sites defined in Article l{c). This
observation coincides with the comments made by the United States of America regarding the

preliminary draft recommendation, and with the Austrian proposal that the convention should be
divided into two separate parts, one for historical alld artistic monuments, the other for works of
nature.

The Unitpd Kingdom notes that the definition of natural sites is inade<lhate.

Italy proposes that the phrase "warrant their protection and enhancement" at the end of paragraphs
(b) and (c) of Article 1 be replaced by the words: "are of universal interest".

\ , f
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France points out that, since the definitions ,of monu,ments, g~oups of buildings, and sites of
universal value are not at all rest- ictive, a situation would well arise in which a gteat many large
groups of buildings and sites came withiri-'the scope of the convention and into competition with one
another.

Brazil suggests that Article 11. 2 be amended to allow for taking into account, when decid~g on
the property to be placed under international protection. the significance of certain property for a-
continent or a large region of the world. "

Secretariat comment -

56. The revised draft takes aC,count of the observations made concerning the inadequate definition
of natural sites. It also takes account of the Italian and Brazilian proposals.

n. National Protection and International Protection

Articles 3 and 4

57. Italy considers that, to preclude the possibility of interference in the domestic affairs of States
Parties to the convention, Articles 3 and 4 should not be presented in the form of statutory

commitments.

Australia considers that Article 4, defining the arrangements for national protection, is inap
propriate in the convention and should appear only in the recommendation.

Similarly, Austria proposes that, in Article 4, the words "they und~rtake" be"replaced by the
words "they will make every effort It.

The United Kingdom remarks that the words "active 'development", in the first line of Article 4,
seem inappropriate. This comment applies only to the English text.

Secretariat comment -

58. The revised draft convention takt;;s these observations "arid proposals into account.

Ill. Intergovernmental Committee for the Protection of Monuments, Groups of Buildings and Sites
of Universal Value

Articles 6 and '1'

59" Poland considers that, to ensure broad representation of the various parts of the world and
political systems on the Intergovernmental Committee, its membership, which is limited in

the preliminary draft to 15, should be increased to 21. The first partial renewal would then con
sequently involve ten members.

France also, when commenting on the problems of financing and the allocation of funds by the
Intergovernmental Committee, draws attention to its small membership.

Secretariat comment -

60. With regard to the views expressed by Poland and France about the possibility of increasing the
number of members of the Intergovernmental Committee, it shodd be pointed out to-at, in con

sequence of the effects produ~ by Article 33, such an increase would delay the convention's entry
into force.

Although a convention, such as the one contemplated, cannot operate effectively until it has been
widely accepted, a better solution might perhaps be to provide for a gradual increase in the ,member
ship of th~ Committee as more States become Parties to the convention. Fifteen would then merely
be the initial number, allowing for entry into force at as early a date as could reasonably be expected.

In any event, the Special Committee will be called on to give its views on a rewording of
Articles 6 and 7.
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Article 9

(j1. Heferring to the functions of the Intergovernmental Committee described in Article 9, Italy
points out that they are of two sorts: partly technical, and partly administrative and financial.

Italy suggests that the former might be entrusted to a committee of specialists and experts, while
the latter would be c'lrried out by a small board composed of States Parties to the convention.

France remarks that the definitions of monuments, groups of buildings and sites are exceeLlingly
broad and that virtually no limits are set as to the dangers to which they may be exposed. There
might consequently be strong competition for protection between items of immovable cultural or na
tural propprty. France therefore asks that Article 9 should provide more details regclrding dC'ci:;ion
making by the Committee, and the majorities required, for it is to be feared that any such body will
witness a clash of interests.

Poland suggests that in determining the order of priority for its operations. the Committee
should bear in mind the extent to which the country where the monuments are located can protect
them by means of its own resources.

Sweden proposes that. in addition to the functions described in Article 9, the Intergovernmental
Committee should have responsibility for reviewing all questions dealt with in Unesco's programme
and budget under the heading "Preservation and Development of the Cultural Heritage ", and relating
to the field covered by the convention.

The United Kingdom raises the question whether the short list is to be confined to property in
respect of which requests for assistance have been submitted by the governments concerned; If not,
it considers there is a risk of unsolicited intervention in the affairs of sovereign States.

Secretariat comment -

(j') With reference to the comments made by France, the Secretariat points out that the definitions
of the property to be preserved, contained in Artic)es 1 and 2, and of the grave and specific/"

dangers by which it may be threatened, set forth in Article 20, together with the criteria set forth
in Article 9. 2 with regard to the order of priority. are calculated to provide the Committee with
sufficient data and to guide it in decisions. In other respects. the revised draft convention takes
account of the observations made by France and Poland, with particular reference to the establish
ment of the majorities required for the Committee's decisions and the adjunction of a further cri
terion for determining the order of priority.

As regards the Italian proposal, it should be noted that, under the terms of Article 8. the Com
mittee, which should itself be composed of qualified persons within the meaning of Article 7.3, has
power to associate specialists and experts with its work. The Committee may also set up consulta
tive bodies. the membership of which will be determined by it. In addition. the Committee, under
the terms of Article 10, is to Le assisted by a Secretariat appointed by the Director-General of
Unesco. This Secretariat naturally includes technicians and specialists as well as administrators.
In these circumstances. it would seem preferable for an intergovernmental body to retain the final
responsibility for all decisions regarding the provision of international protection.

With regard to the Swedish proposal. it is obvious that the work of the Committee should be
closely co-ordinated with the execution of Unesco's programmes for the preservation and develop
ment of the cultural heritage.

Lastly. the revised draft convention takes account of the United Kin~!dom's observation regard
ing clarification of Article 9. paragraph3.'

IV. Resources

63. Italy considers that this section. dealing with the International Fund, should precede section 1II.
which concerns the Intergovernmental Committee responsible inter alia for management of that

Fund.

52il'. ,
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Articles 12 and 13

The United Kingdom and Sweden are opposed to the establishment of an international fund sup
plied by compulsory contributions from States.

France has reservations with regard to the system of compulsory contributions.

Italy mentions that the very idea of a compulsory contribution is not always readily accepted by
States. In this case, however, it considers that the contribution might be set at 2% of a State's fi
nancial contribution to Unesco I s budget.

Poland proposes that any decision regarding the amount of compulsory payments should be taken
by at least a three-fifths majority of those voting. It also suggests provision for the possibility of
paying States' contributions in kind (in the form of experts' reports, surveys or specialized services).

Austria considers that the criteria for determining the maximum contributions to be made by
States should be specified in the convention.

France likewise considers that the rules cov~ring financing and management are not dealt with
in sufficient detail.

Poland proposes that eJ:press provision be made for a direct contribution from Unesco to the
International Fund.

<Y;J'

Sweden considers that the resources to be made available for international protection should
come from the regular budget of Unesco ;md from the United Nations Development Programme.

Secretariat comment -

64. The revised draft convention takes account of many of the foregoing observations. The Secre
tariat thinks it necessary, however, to retain the system of compulsory contributions.

Articles 16-19

65. The United Kingdom states that it cannot accept the obligations set forth in Articles 15, 16 and
18 concerning cprtain administrative, lege.l and financial measures to be taken at the national

level. .

Austria proposes adding the words "as far as possible" to qualify the undertaking by StatE:!s,
under Article 16, to promote the establishment of national foundations or associations with thE:! pur
pose of encouraging benefactions for the prot~ction of monuments, groups of buildings and sites.

Italy further observes that there are various articles in the preliminary draft conventlon hy
virtue of which States formally undertake to carry out activities in many areas of national concern,
and suggests that the relevant provisicns be made less mandatory.

Secretariat comment -

66. The revised draft convention takes the foregoing observations into account.

V. Conditions and ArrangE'ments for the GrtJ.llting of International Protection

Article 19

67. The United Kingdom and Thailand point out a misprint in the English version of Article 19.1 of
the preliminal'y draft: the reference to Article 9.5 should be to Article 9. 3.

Poland replies affirmatively to the question raised in paragraph 106 of the preliminary report:
whether in a.case where a State that is not party to the convention fails to give a cultural asset of
universal value, situated on its territory and in grave danger, the care which its conservation re
quires, tJtc Intergovernmental Committee can spontaneously offer its servicps.

-~-------_._-----------------------------------------------
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The United Kingdom. on the other hand, draws attention to the dangerous implications of autho
rizing such intervention in the affairs of a sovereign state, whether or flot party to the convention.

Article 20

Poland suggests that; in order to avoid causing offence, the words "for political or religious
reasons", qualifying the abandonmel1t of a'lJUilding of cultural interest, should be replaced by the
words "for any reason".

Brazil proposes adding.th~ development of towns and of tourism to the list of dangerous threat
ening cultural property that might justify their inclusion on the short list.

The United Kingdom points out that property in danger of disappearance due to deterioration,
whatever its rate, an~ even if not "increasingly rapid", should qualify for international protection.

Secretariat comment

68. The revised draft convention takes these observations into account.

Article 22

69. The United Kingdom points out a misprint in the English version. The last words of sub
paragraph (d) should read "non-~payable subsidies".

Article 24

70. The United Kin~dom wonders whether it would not be advisable to define what is meant by "cer
tain exceptions , appearing in this paragraph.

VIII. Final Clauses

Article 29

71. Austria, after mentioning its federal structure and pointing out that the implementation of sev
eral of the provisions of the convention would be a matter for the Ltinder (federal provinces).

expresses the view that the claus~ in Article 29 stating that reservations to the convention are not
permitted might prevent ratification of the convention by Austria.

Secretariat comment -

72. The revised draft convention has considerably reduced the scope of c.ommitments to be under
taken by States with regard to national activities. As regards the undertakings relating to in

ternational protection proper - which ... incidentally, would appear to be within the competence ofthe
Federal authorities - it is thought difficult to permit reservations.

"
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M"NEX III

HE\'L'SEI> DIlI\FT 1l1';(,U\Ii\IENI>,\TJ()~

CONC:EHNING Tile: PHUTECTIUI'\, 1\'1' N:\TION,\1. LE\'EL,
OF i\IUNUl\IENTS, GHUUPS OF BUILDINGS :\I'\1l SITES

The General Conference of the United Natiun~ Educational, Scientific and <.:ultllraIUrgani:wliulI,
meeting in Paris, at its seventeenth ~essioll, frolll to 1~J7:!,

C ')J1S idering that, in a soc iety whe re living cundit iun~ a re changing at an accelerated pace, it i ~ l'~

sential for man's equilibrium and develupment to pn~servc fur him a fitting ~etting in which tll
live and, to this end, tu give monuments, gruups of buildings and sites an active functiun in CUlll
!nunity life and to have an overall policy for cumbining the n~main~ Idt by pa~t civili<:atiuns with
the achievements of our own time,

Considering that partil.~·larly serious dangers engendered by new phenumena peculiar tu uur tillle~

are threatening monuments, groups of buildings and sites, which cunstitute an e~scntial fcalu/'\.'
of mankind's heritage and a source of cnrichnlent and harmonious develupment for present and
future civilization,

Considering that every -:ountry in whuse territory there are monuments, gruups uf buildings and
sites hRs an obligation to safeguard this part of mankind's heritage and tu en~Ul'e that .a is handcd
down to future generations,

Considering thiil the study, knowledge and protection of monument~, group~ uf buildings and Sitl'l;

in the various countries of the world are conducive to mutual understanding alllOng the peuplc~,

Considering that monuments, groups of buildings and sites form a hUllwgencuus wholc, t1:e c' 'Ill PO
nents of which are indissociable,

Considering that, if monuments, groups of buildings and sites are to be safeguarded, they must be
integrated into the social and economic life of each nation,

Considering that such integration intu social and economic life mus't be one ui the fundamenlal as
pects of regional development and national planning at every level,

Considering that a policy for the protection of monuments, groups of buildings and sites, thuught
out and formulated in common, is likely to bring abuut a continuing interactiun among i\lenJiJcl'
States and to have a decisive effect on Unesco's a,ctivities in this field,

Noting that the General Conference has already adopted international instruments fur the prutect ion
of the cultural heritage consisting in land and bUildings, such as the Hecom/llendation un Interna
tional Principles Applicable to Archaeological Excavations (1956), the Heco1lJIlH;~lJdationconcern
ing the Safeguarding of the Beauty and Character uf Landscapes and Sites (19(;2) and the Hecolll
mer.Jatlon concerning the Preservation of Cultural Property endangered by Public or Private
Works (19G8),

Desiring to supplement and extend the application of the standards and principle~ laid down in such
recommendations,

Having before it proposals concerning the protection, at national level, of monuments, groups of
buildings and sites, which question appears on the Agenda of the session as Item

Having decided, at its sixteen~n s~ssion, that this quest~on should be made the subject of interna
tional regulations, to take the ,form of a recommendatlon to Member States,

Adopts this day of 1972. the present recommendation.
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The General Conference recommends that Member States apply the following provlslOns by
adopting measures, in the form of a national law or otherwise, to give effect, within the territories
under their jurisdiction, to the standards and principles laid down in this recommendation.

The General Conference recommends that Member States bring this recommendation to the at
tention of the authorities, services or bodies concerned with the protection of monuments, groups
of buildings and sites, regional development planning, the protection of nature and the development
of tourism, as well as of the authorities responsible for formal and informal educational activities.

The General C~)I1ference recommends that Member States forward to it, at the dates and in the
form that it shall prescribe, reports on the action taken by them to give effect £0 this recommendation.

1. DEFINITIONS

1. For the purposes of this recommendation, the following shall be considered as:

(a) "Monuments" - architectural works or works of monumental sculpture, or combinations of
natural features, that are of public interest from the point of view Cif history or art, or of
nature conservation;

(b) "Groups of bUildings" - groups of separate or connected buildings which, because of their
architecture, their homogeneity, or their place in the landscape, are of public interest
from the point of view of history or art;

(c) "Sites" - topographical areas, whether the work of nature or the combined work of nature
and of man, which it is in the public interest to protect, for historical, artistic, aesthe
tic, scientific, ecological, ethnographical, literary, legendary or other reaIJons,'

More espedally, areas where traces of earlie:r civilizations survive shall constitute "archaeo
logical sites on land or under water"; areas in \vhich there are, or may be discovered, naturalitems
of particular interest from the scientific standpoint, as regards geology, physiography, vegetation
and fauna, for instance, shall constitute "scientific sites"; remote or extensive areas of country
which are of special interest by reason of their beauty or from the point of view of education and
recreation, such as national parks and nature reserves, in whole or in part, intended among other
things for research 'concerning the crea tion, or the restoration of the landscape and the conserva
tion of nature, shall constitute "natural sites".

n. NATION"'L POLICY

2. Each State should formulate, develop and apply a national policy whose principal aim should be
to co-ordinate and make use, at the national, regional and local level, of all scientific, tech

nical, cultural and other resources available with a view to taking active and continuing measures,
for the present and for the immediate and more distant future, to secure the effective protection and
presentation of its monuments, groups of buildings and sites. .

Ill. GENE HA L PnINCIPLES
"1\

:l. 1\IonUlnents, groups of buildings and sites represent collective wealth, the protection and deve
lopment of which impose reEponsibilities on the States in whose territory they are situated, both

vis-~-vis their own nationals and vis-~-vis the international community as a whole; Member States
should take such action as may be necessary to meet these responsibilities.

,1. The immovable cultural or natural heritage should be considered in its entirety as a homoge
neous whole, comprising not only works of great intrinsic value, but also more'modest items

that have, with the passage of time, acquired cultural value.

'I. i'\OIlC uf these works and none'cof these items should, in principle, be dissociated from its
cnviJ'flnlllenl,
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G. I\s the ultimate purpose of protecting and enhancing the inllllovable cultural ;lI1d natural hL'l'i
tage is the development of man. Member States should. as far as pussible. ~i\'c tllL'il' wllrl, in

this field a new direction. so that monuments, groups of buildings and sites lIlay nil lungcl' ilL' l'l:

garded as a check on national expansion but as a determining factor in such l'xpansiun,

7. The protection and effective presentation of monuments. groups of buildings and sites should
be considered as one of the essential aspects of regional development plans. ami planning in

general. a~, the national. regional or local level.

S. Preventive and corrective rel,TUlations relating tu munuments. groups. of buildings and sites
should be supplemented by others, designed to give each of the components uf this heritage a

function which will make it a part of the nation's social. econumic and cultural IHe fur ti,e prescnt
and future. compatible with the eultural character of the property in questiun,

9. An active policy for the conservation of monuments, groups of buildings and sites. and fur
giVing them a place in community life. should be developed. i\lember States shuuld arrange fur

concerted action by all the public and private services concerned. with a view to drawing up and ap
plying such a policy. Advantage should be taken in such activities uf scientific and technical ad
vances in all branches of study involved in the; protection and develupment of the immuvable cultural
or natural heritage.

10. Increasingly generous financial resources should bc made a vailable by the pulJlk authorities for
the work of safeguarding and developing the immovable cultural or natural hcritage.

11. The general public should be directly associated with the measures to be taken fur prutectiun
and should be called on for suggestiuns and help. with particular reference to the surveillance

of monuments. groups of buildings and sites. and regard for the imlllovable cultural urnaturalher
itage. Consideration might also be given to the possibility of the public's pruviding financial suppurt.

IV. (lHGANIZ;\TION OF SEHVlCES

12. 1\ lthough the diversity of constitutional provisions. traditions. psycholugical cunditions and
other factors make it impossible for alll\lembcr States to adopt a standard furll1 of organizatiun.

certain common criteria should nevertheless be noted.

Specialized public services

13. With due regard for the conditions appropriate to each country. i\lcmbcr Stat es should set up
in their territory. wherever they do not already exist. one ur mure specialized public services

to bc responsible for the efficil~nt 'discharge of the following functions:

(a) developing and putting into effect measures of all kinds designed to protect the country's
immovable cultural or natural heritage and to make it an active factor in the life of the
cOlllmunity;

(b) tr:.aining and recruiting curators. administrators. laboratory research workers, architects
and construction engineers. as well as specialists in the human sciences. sociologists.
economists. ethnologists. geographers. geologists. agrunomists. etc .• tu be responsible
for working out protection and integration programmes and directing their execution;

(c) organizing close co-operation among these various specialists by constituting panels to
study the technical conservation problems of monuments and groups of buildings. taking in

, to account the contributions of all the discipline's concerned;

,(d) using laboratories for the study of all the scientific problems ,.ising in connexion with the
•conservation of monuments and groups of buildings. as well as the products of archaeo
logical excavations and discoveries. both on land and under water;

(e) employing a permanent staff of skilled craftsmen, including masons, stone-cutters, scUlp
tors; cabinet-makers, carpenters, etc., since the traditional crafts play such a large part
in the conservation of immovable cultural property; II
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(f) dealing- with certain aspects of the sale and tenancy of ancient buildings in urder to ensure
that the new owners or tenants carry out the necessary restoration work and provide for
the upkeep of the buildings in the best artistic and technical conditions.

:\dvisory bodies

14. The specialized services should be assisted by advisory bodies whose help is essential for the
preparation of measures relating to monuments, groups of buildings and sites. Such advisory

budies should include experts, representatives of the major preservation societil:!s, and represen
tatives of the administrations concerned.

Co-operation among the various bodies

1;'. The specialized services dealing with the protection and development of monuments, groups of
buildings and sites should carry out their work in liaison with other public services, more par

ticularly those respons'i~~ for town planning, major public works, regional development, the en
vironment, territorial planning, and economic and social planning.

1(j. The specitl:lized services responsible for monuments, groups of buildings and sites should be
given equal status with the services concerned with town planning, economic growth and re

,gional development. Continl;ling co-operation at all levels should be organized among thew when
ever large-scale projects are involved, and co-ordil).ating bodies should be set up for that purpose,
so that decisions may be made in concert, taking account of the various interests involved. Provi
sion should be made for joint planning from the start of the studies.

17. The co-ordinating bodies should in no way take the place of the advisory bodies, which should,
in any case, be consulted.

18. Provision should be made for some procedure for settling any conflicts that niay arise between
the specialized services for the protection of monuments, groups of buildings and sites and

other public services.

Competence of central, federal, regional and local bodies

19. Considering the fact that the problems involved in the conservation of monuments, groups of
buildings and sites are difficult to deal with, calling for special knowledge and sometimes en

tailing hard choices, and that there are not enough highly qualified staff available in this field, res
ponsibilities in all matters concerning the devising and execution of protective measures in general
should be divided among central or federal and regional or local authorities on the basis of a judi
cious balance adapted to the situation that exists in each State.

V. PROTECTIVE l\IEl\SURES

20. ;\Tember States should take all necessary scientific, tethnical, administrative, legal and finan
cial measures to ensure the protection of monuments, groups of buildings and sites in their

territories. Such measures should be determined in accordance with the legislation and organiza
tion of the State.

Scientific and technical measures

21. Having regard to the scientific, financial and other means available to them, Member States
should arrange for careful and constant maintenance of their monuments, groups of buildings

and sites in order to avoid having to undertake the costly operations necessitated by their deterior
ation; for this purpose, they should provide for regular surveillance of such property by means of
periodic inspections. They should also draw up carefully planned programmes of restoration and
development work based upon pilot projects gradually taking in all monuments, groups of buildings
and sites, depending upon the scientific, technical and financial means at their disposal.

22. .I\ny work required should be preceded and accompanied by such thorough scientific, historical
and artistic studies as their importance may necessitate. Such studies should be carried out

ill cu-uperation with specialists in geol0gy, geography, botany, hydrography. technology, soil
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mechanics, etc., with the object of building up background data tu be added tu the studies of histur
ical and typological source materials, photogrammetric surveys, archaeological analysis and the
study of the techniques and materials used.

23. i'vlel1lbel' States should investigate effective methods of affording added protection to monuments,
groups o(buildings and sites that are threatened by new and unusually serious dangers. Such

methods, based upon a knowledge of the processes of deterioration and dilapidation of the materials
and structures of buildings and their surroundings, should take account of the interrelated scienti
fic, technical and artistic problems involved and make it possible to determine the remedies to be
applied.

24. The principal ohject of such investigations and studies should be to ascertain the present posi-
tion with regard to the troubles affecting a monument or group of buildings, to analyse the causes

of the facts observed, to study possible means of putting a stop to them, to apply the treatment rec
ommended by the specialists, and to restore the monument or group of buildings toe s former func
tion or find it a new function better suited to it.

25. The purpose of the work done on such monuments, groups of buildings and sites should be to
preserve their traditional appearance, and protect them from any new construction or remodel

ling which might impair the relations of mass or colour between them and their surroundings.

26. Substitutions for missing portions of a monument, while fitting into the structure as a whole,
should be distinguished from the original portions by some form of mar;{ing, or by the use of

different materials, or by setting the new surface slightly back from the original surface, or by any
other appropriate method.

27. The harmony established by time and man between a monument and its surroundings is of capi-
tal importance and should in no case be disturbed or destroyed. The isolation of a monument

by demolishing its surroundings should not, as a general rule, be authorized; nor should the moving,
turning or raising of a monument be contemplated save as an exceptional means of dealing with a
problem, justified by pressing considerations.

28. Member States should take measures against the effects of shocks and the vibrations caused by
motor vehicles and trains. Regulations should allow for the possibility of prohibiting, in agree

ment with the services responsible for immovable cultural or natural property, flights by super
sonic aircraft over certain regions at certain altitudes. Measures should also be taken to prevent
pollution and guard against natural disasters and calamities, and to provide for the repair of damage
to monuments, groups of buildings and sites.

29. Since the circumstances governing the rehabilitation of groups of buildings are not everywhere
identical, Member States should provide for a sociological inquiry in each particular case, in

order to ascertain precisely what are the social and cultural needs of the community in which the
group of buildings concerned is situated. Any rehabilitation operation should pay special attention
to enabling man to work. to develop and to achieve fulfilment in the restored setting.

Administrative measures

30. In or~hatmeasures for the protection and integration of their monuments. groups of build-
ings and sitea may be taken in good time, Member States should have them surveyed and listed.

Each Member State should draw up an inventory for the protection of its immovable cultural prn
perty. paying attention equally to all buildings, including those which. without being of outstanding
importance. are inseparable from their environment an~ contribute to its character, as well as to
sites threatened for any reason. such as population g't'owth. economic development. major engineer
ing works. etc.

31. The information obtained by such surveys of monuments, groups of buildings and sites should
be collected in printed directories, which can easily be consulted and should be regularly brought

up to date.

32. To ensure that monuments. groups of buildings and sites are effectively included in national,
regional or local planning. Member States should carry out topographical and cartographical

studies covering..:the cultural property in question. ,'.
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:J:1. \Jell1iler States shuuld give thought to finding new uses fur groups of historic buildings 110 longel'
ser\"ing their original purpuse. While industrial uses, except for crafts, should in general be

C'xcluded, utll!.:r pussible uses, for residential, educatiunal, touristic, commercial, cultural, ad
ministrative 'llld uther purpuses, might profita!Jly be investigated for such groups.

:q, 11 should be possillle, while recognizing that monuments, groups of buildings and sites fortll an
indissuc iaille entity, to establish priorities for the execution of programmes of work tu be done

on them, taking into accuunt all the circumstances involved.

:J!). (;ruups uf buildings of historic or artistic interest should be declared "rehabilitatiun areas",
with a permanent plan for their protection .• development and rehabilitation. Dl;:"ing the inves

tigatiun preceding the designatiun of a rehabilitatiqn area, the local authorities and inh<Jbitants uf
the area should be consu~teq ol'!. the proposed measure.

:3(i. The permanent protection, development and rehabilitation plan should be drawn up in the same
cunditions; it should take the place of a town-planning scheme for the area under consideration;

it shuuld stipulate the conditions for land use, the lay-out of roads, and building restrictions, be
sides specifying the buildings to be preserved and the conditions for their preservation. I\s regards
rehabilitation, the permanent plan should stipulate the uses and, where appropriate, the new pur
poses to which the group of historic or artistic buildings is to be put, and the links there are to be
between the rehabilitation area and the surrounding urban development.

37. ;\ny work which might result in changing the existing state of the buildings in a rehabilitation
area should be dependent on authurization by the competent administration. Such authorization

should be granted only if the work contemplated is compatible with the terms of the permanent pro
tection and development plan.

Legal measures

38. Depending upon their importance, monuments, groups of uuildings and sites should be protected,
individually or collectively, by legislation or regulations, in conformity with the legal proce

dures of each country. For that purpose, protective measures laying down restrictions and obliga
tions, prohibiting demolition or alterations, and designed to put an end to the damage and harm done
to monuments, should also be applicable, where necessary, to groups of buildings and sites.

39. Preventive and corrective measures for protection should be supplemented by new provisions
needed to promote the conservation of the immovable cultural or natural heritage and to facili

tate the development of its components. To that end, enforcement of protective measures should
apply not only to individual owners but also to public authorities when they are the ownen:; of monu
ments, groups of buildings and sites.

4U. No new building should be erected, and no demolitiun, deforestation, transformation or modi:'
fication carried out, on any real estate situated in the Vicinity of a protected building, if it is

likely to affect its appearance, without authorization by the specialized services.

41. The installation in groups of buildings of the mQdern conveniences needed for the well-being of
their occupants should be allowed. Interior transformations should be authorized, provided they

do not drastically alter the characteristic features of ancient dwellings. Similarly, any work car
ried out for the improvement of sanitation, the clearing of drains, the removal of old buildings de
void of any historic or artistic interest, the clearing of open spaces and pathways from one building.
to another, should be authorized.

42. Should the conservation of a protected building be seriously endangered through the owner's
failure to fulfil his obligations, the specialized services should be empowered to order him to

have the necessary work done within a specified time. The order should, so far as possible, be ac
companied by an offer to make a financial contribution to the cost of the work.

43. Should the owner not carry out the work deemed necessary, the specialized services should
exercise their powers to have the work done by theil' own means. In such cases, the ownel'

should reimburse to the State that share of the costs which he would have paid if he had carried out
the work himself.
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,H. Failing agreenJent with the U'.·.. llers. the spe<.:ialized ser\'i<.:es shuuld, s" far as pussible. han'
the right temporarily tu occupy any protected architeduz'algroup and l1l'ighlJuu!'ill c: IJllildings in

urder to <.:arry uut urgent work for the consulidatiun, rupair ur lnainlenan<':l' ,,1' su<.:h IJlllldlllL~S.

,1:i. \Vhe re required for the preservation uf the pruperty, the pulll ic authorit ies lnil{hl Ill' en] powe red
to exprop'riate Cl protected building and transfer it, by mutual agreemellt.. to pu!,Iic lJUdies uz'

private persuns, subject to terms and conditions to be specified by contra<.:t, afr.erthepreviuusuwner
has had the opportunity of p'utting his casc.

,Hi. i\lember States should establish regulations to cuntrol bill-posting, neon signs iind uthl'!' kinds
of advertiscment, commercial signs, camping, the erectiun of poles, pylons and l'1ectricitv ur

telephone c3.bles, the placing of television aerials, all types of vehic ular tra ffic and pa rking, the
placing of indicator panels, street furniture, etc. , and, in general, everything conr~l'ctl'd with t1w
equipment or occupation of monuments, groups of buildings and sites.

47. The effects of the measures taken to proted a monument. site or buildings fUI'lning a group
should continue regardless of changes of ownership. j\nyone alienating a protect.ed bllildinl!

should inform the purchaser that it is under protection.

4H. No legal easements that might affect a monument, group of iJuiltlings ur site sh'Jlild IJl~ applic
able thereto except with the agreement of the specialized serd<.:es.

4 U. Flotsam and jetsanl which is of archaeological, historical or artistic intl' rest, alld the U\Ule r
of which is unknown, should be the property of the State. :\ny person discoverill~ such fllJt

sam or jctsam should declare it to the authorities nearest the place of discuvl'I'Y.

:>0. If the flotsam or jetsam is an isolated object, the specialL~ed :-ie rvices slJould e j till' I' gi\e it tJ.
the salvager or deposit it in a public collection, offering the salvager such <':olllpensatioll as

may be det.ermined by amicable agreement or by e:,:pert opinion. jf the find constitul,(!s an Cll'<.:lJaeo
logical site, recovery operations or work on the site should be carried out, in aC<':(JJ,dancc with the
rules applicable to under-water archaeulogical excavations, eithe l' directly lJ)' the slJecial iz(!d se 1'

vices or by t.he holder of a concession. The finder should have priority for the grallt ut' sudl a con
cession, if he can offer the necessary guarantees, or, failing him, any other undertaking which can
provide such guarantees. In the latter case, the finder should Le entitled tu conlpclIsation, t(J be
determined by amicable agreenlent or by expert opinion, cal<.:ulated by refel'cn<.:e to tile costs he may
have incurred.

51. /\ny one who wilfully destroys, mutilates or defaces a protected monulllell'., grlJllp IJf IJuildings
or site, or flotsam or jetsam of archaeological, historical or artistic interest, slllJuld be PUll

ishable by a fine or imprisonment 'or both. In addition, equipment used in illicit sulJ-lllurine archae
ology might be confiscated.

52. Ileavy fines should be imposed upon tbose responsible for any uther action detrill1 ental to the
protection or appearance of a protected munument, group of buildings or site, such as unau

thorized alterations to such property, the erection of a building in the vicinity of a monument or in
a protected group without authorization or in defiance of the regulations laid clown.

5:3. To secure the material protection needed for a monument, a group of buildings or a site, ,\Iem-
uer St8.tes should provide for coercive measures, under which an offender could be ordered

either to restore the protected property to its previous state or, where appropriate, to bring it in
to conformity with the requirements laid down by the competent services. This might be either ac
companied by or independent of penal measures. In either case, ill the event of res ista nee, Judgps
should have power to impose a fine for every day that the offender persists in not complying with
such orders.

54. Public authorities owning monuments, groups of buildings or sites should be answerable in the
event of their failing to observe the legal provisions or regulations adopted to \1"otect imnlOv

able cultural property, whether these be special rules for protecting mOnUJlll'n (s,'iI'OUpS of build
ings and sites, or provisions in development plans.

55. Decisions by public authorities which infringe legal prOVISlOns or regulations cUllcerning the
protection of monuments, groups of buildings and sites, sbould IJe re fe zTed, b\' the PZ'uc\!dures

appropriate in each State. to some authurity - if possible, a tribunal - havill:.l PO\\('!' tu annul thelll.
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Financial measures

5U. The expenditure incurred in protecting, developing and rehabilitating privately-owned IIlUIlU

lIlent s, gruups uf buildings and sites should, so far as pass ible, be borne by their uwners.

57. Tax concessions should be granted to private owners on both capital and income, if they are
physical persons, in order to encourage them to carry out work for the protection, develup

ment and rehaIJilitation of their properties.

58. Subsidies should be granted to private owners as an incentive to them to carry out work for the
maintenance, conservation, development, improvement of sanitation, and rehabilitation of the

immovable cultural property for which they are responsible. Subsidies should also be granted to
such owners fo offset the additional expenditure which they are offic~qlly obliged to meet by reasun
of the application of protective measures.

59. The financial advantages accorded to private owners should, where appropriate, be dependent
on their observance of certain conditions laid down for the benefit of the public, such as their

allowing access to parks, gardens and sites, tours through all or parts of the monuments or groups
of buildings, the taking of photographs, etc.

60. Central and local authorities should, as far as possible, appropriate, in their budgets, a cer-
tain percentage of funds, proportionate to the importance of their monuments, groups of build

ings and sites, for the purposes of maintaining, conserving and developing property of which they
are the owne rs, and of contributing financially to such work carried out on other property by the
owners, whether public bodies or private persons.

"
61. Special funds should beset aside in the budgets of public authorities for the protection of mon-

uments, groups of buildings and sites endangered by large-scale public or private works.

62. To increase the financial resources available to them, Member States may set up "National
Monuments Funds", as legally established public agencies, entitled to receive private gifts and

bequests, particularly from industrial and commercial firms.

63. In order to facilitate operations for the rehabilitation of monuments, groups of buildings and
sites, Member States may make special arrangements, particularly by way of loans for reno

vation and restoration work, and should also make the necessary regulati.ons to avoid price rises
caused by real-estate speculation in the areas under consideration.

64. To avoid hardship to the poorer inhabitants consequent on their having to move from rehabili-
tated buildings or groups of buildings, compensation for rises in rent might be contemplated

so as to enable them to keep their accommodation. Such compensation should be temporary and
determined on the basis of the income of the parties concerned, so as to enable them to meet the
increased costs occasioned by the work carried out.

65. Member States may facilitate the financing of work of any description for the benefit of monu
ments, groups of buildings and sites, by instituting "Loan Funds", supported by public institu

tions and private credit establishments, which would be responsible for granting loans to owners at
low interest rates and with repayment spread out over a long period.

VI. EDUCATIONAL AND CULTURAL ACTION

66. Member States should undertake educational campaigns to arouse widespread public interest in,
and respect for, monuments, groups of buildings and sites, and to give their people a better

knowledge and un~rstandingof the measures taken to make the immovable cultural heritage a part
of the pattern of li~ today and tomorrow. .

67. Without overlooking the great economic value of the immovable cultural heritage, measures
should be taken to promote and reinforce the eminent cultural and educational value of that her

itage, furnishing as it does the fundamental motive for protecting and developing it.

.,,,....J&£.• us 3
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GB. 1\11 efforts on behalf of monuments, gruups of buildings and sill's shuuld taln- aeC/.Illl1t uf thl'
cultural and educational value inherent in them as representative ul' an cllvil'UllIllcnt. a fur 11 I

of architecture or urban design commensurate with man and on his scale.

69. Steady efforts should be made to inform the public about what is being and can he dUll(' tu pl'U

tect the immovable cultural or natural heritage and to inculcate love alld respect fur the \'alues
it enshrines. For this purpose, the following media of infol'm<l tiun sh uuld be l'url.llL'r dl' Vl'!' Iller!:

(a) illustrated articles should be published frequently in the press tu arouse the intel'eslul'thc
general public in conservation and rehabilitation projects;

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

radio and television programmes should draw attention to shortcollJings and I'epurt on pro
gress made in the protection of the immovable cultural or natural heritage;

guidebooks for tourists should be prepared,~ detailed information abuut each lllonu
ment, group of buildings and site, and about its setting;

detailed studies should be published on major pilot projects for the develupment uf Illonu
ments, groups of buildings and sites, setting out particulars of each problelll and the IlIe

thods and means used for solving it;

universities, institutes of higher education and life-long educatioll establishments should
organize regular courses" lectures, seminars, etc., on the history of art, architecture,
the environment and town planning, including discussions about familiar notions and views
and leading to the formulation of new ideas for the protection ofa country's imlllovable cul
tural heritage;

""luntary organizations should be set up to encourage national and local authurities to make
" "se of their powers with regard to protection, to afford them support and', if necessary,

.,.-oLain funds for them; these bodies should keep in touch with local historical societies,
" lenity improvement societies, local development committees and agencies concerned
w,.~h tourism, etc., and might also organize visits to, and guided tours of, monuments,
groups of buildings and sites for their members;

information centres might be set up to explain the work being carried out on monuments,
groups of buildings and sites scheduled for rehabilitation.

VII. INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION

70. Member States should co-operate with regard to the protection and development of monuments,
groups of buildings and sites, seeking aid, if it seems desirable, from intel'natiollal organi

zations, both intergovernmental and non-governmental. Such multilateral or bilateral co-operation
should be carefully co-ordinated and should take the form of measures such as the following:

(a) exchange of information and of scientific and technical publications;

(b) organization of seminars and working parties on particular subjects;

(c) provision of study and travel fellowships, scientific, technical and administt'ative staff,
and equipment;

(d) provision of facilities for scientific and technical training abroad" by allowing young re
search workers and technicians to take part in architectural projects and archaeological
excavations;

(e) co-ordination, within a group of Member States, of large-scale projects involving conser
vation, excavations, restoration and rehabilitation work, with the object of making the ex
perience gained generally available.

"
s...a as: as:
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[\EVISE() lJll,\ FT CONV[';NTION
CONCERNING TilE PROTECTION OF i\IONll i\11': NTS. CIl( l\ Il'S

OF BUILDINGS /\ ND SITES OF UNIV EHS/\ L V.'\ Lt J I';

The General Conference of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and ('ultul'al (lI'galli:';ltioll.
meeting in Paris from to 1972. at its seventeemh ~l'~S ion.

Noting that monuments, groups of buildings and sites are increasingly threatened \I ith d('struction not
only by the traditional causes of decay, but also by changing social and econonlic conditions which
aggravate the situation with even more formidable phenorr,ena of damage or destruction,

Considering that deterioration or disappearance of any item of cultural property or any natural en
virorunent constitutes a harmful impoverishment {.If the heritage of all th(' nations of the \l'odd,

Considering that protection of this heritage at 1:!le national level often relllains incomplete h('cause
of the scale of the resources which it requires and of the insufficient econOlllic. scientific and
technical resources of the country whf':re the property to be protccted is situated.

Hecalling that the Constitution of th0 Organization provides that it will llIaintain, increa~e and dif
fuse knowlege, by assuring tb~ conservation and protection of the \\'orld's cultural heritage. and
recommending to the natioas concerned the necessary international conventions.

Considering that the 1954 Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural l'roperty in till' [';vent of
Armed Conflict provides for the protection of monuments and groups of buildings against the
dangers arisin~ from armed conflict,

Consideri~that some monuments and groups of buildings, and certain cultural or natural sites.
inclnding some national parts and ecological areas, are of exceptional interest and therefore
n0ed to be preserved as part of the world heritage of mankind as a whole,

Considering that, in view of,the magl}itude and gravity of the new dangers threatening thCIII. it is
incumbent on the international community as a whole to participate in the protection of these
monuments, groups of buildings and sites, by the granting of collective aid \l'hkh although not
taking the place of action by the State on whose territory the threatenetl property is situated.
will serve as an effer.tive complement thereto,

Considering that it is essential for this purpose to adopt new provisions in the fornl of a conven
tion establishing an effective system of collective protection for monuments, groups of huild
ings and sites of universal value, organized on a permanent basis in tilDe of peace and accord
ing to scientific, modern methods of management,

Having decided, at its sixteenth session, that this question should be made the subject of an inter
national convention,

Adopts this

I. DEFINITIONS

Article 1

day of 1972 ~he present convention.

I,'.
"
"

1. For the purposes of this convention, the following shall be considered as:

(a) "Monuments" - architectural works or works of monumental sculpture, or' combinations
of natural features, that are of universal interest from the point of view of history or art,
or of nature conservation;

4 &MilSliSUg sw .,
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(IJ) "Croups of bUildings" - groups of separate or connected buildings which, 'because of their
architecture, their homogeneity or their place in the landscape are of universal interest
frolll the' point of view of history or art;

(c) "Sites" - topographical areas, whether the work of nature 01> the combined work of nature
and of III an , which it is in the interest of the world as a whole to protect, for historical,
a l'tistic. aesthetic, scientific, ecological, ethnographical, literary, legendary or other
reasons.

:.l. :\lol'e especially areas where traces of earlier civilizations survive shall constitute "archaeo-
logical sites on land or under water"; are'as in which there are, or may be discovered, natural

ile illS of particular int~rest from the scientific standpoint~as regards geology, physiography, vege
tation and fauna, for instance, shall constitute" scientific sil-es"; remote or extensive areas of coun
try which are of special interest by reason of their beauty or from the point of view of education
and recreation, such as national parks and nature reserves, in whole or in part, intended among
other things for research concerning the creation, or the restoration of the landscape and the con
servation of nature, shall constitute "natural sites".

Article 2

1. For the purposes of this convention, the international protection of monuments,' groups of build-
ings and sites means the establishment of a permanent system of protection enabling States

Parties to the convention to obtain, if necessary, help from the international community in their
efforts to protect features of their immovable cultural or natural heritage which are of universal
value.

2. Such protection can be accorded only to such examples of the property defined in Article 1 as
merit designation. by virtue of their exceptional aesthetic or natural interest or their great.·.

importance, either from the point of view of one continent or one large region of the world, 0.1' as
unique evidence of vanished civilizations or as masterpieces of nature or as irreplaceable archi
tectural achievements typifying a particular period; an historical pa~t or the genius of a people, as
monuments. groups of buildings and sites of universal interest.

n. NATION.,\L PHOTECTION AND INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION

Article 3

The States Parties 'to this Convention recognize that the duty of ensuring the protection, effec
tive presentation, and transmission to future generations of the property referred to in Article 2,
situated on their territory, is primarily theirs. They will do all they can to this end, to the utmost
of their own resources and with any international assistance and co-operation, in particular finan
cial, artistic, scientific and technical, which they may be able to obtain. .

Article 4

To ensure that the most efficient and active measures possible are taken for the protection and
effective presentation of all monuments, groups of buildings and sites on their territory, as appro
priate for each country and in conformity with the relevant provisiohS of existing international con
ventions and recommendations, they will make every effort in particlilar:

(a) to adopt a general policy which aims to give monuments, groups of buildings and sites a
function in the life of the community and to integrate the protection of such property into
development programmes;

(b) to set up within their territories, where such services do not already exist, one or more
services for the protection andod'evelopment of the immovable cultural heritage with a
highly qualified and sufficiently numerous staff and possessing all the means of discharg
ing their functions;

(c) to develop scientific and technical studies and research and work out such operating meth
ods as may be capable of counteracting the dangers that threaten their immovable cultural
or natural heritage;
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(d) :0 t&.ke all legal, scientific, techllic3l, administrative and financial measures necessary
fur the upkeep, restoration and rehabilitation of this heritage.

Article 5

1. The States Parties to this Convention further recognize that the property referred to ~n. Article 2
constitutes a universal heritage, which it is the duty of the international community as a whole

to ~ . 'otect.

2. Accordingly, they undertake, in conformity with the following provisions, to give their scien
tific, t~chnical, artistic and financial help in the international protection of such property,

whils', fully respecting the sovereignty of the States on whose territory such property is situated•..

Ill. INTERGOVERNMENTA:;.. COMMITTEE FOR TIlE PROTECTION OF MONUMENTS,
GROVPS OF BUILDINGS A]';D SITES OF UNIVERSAL VALUE

Article (j

An Intergovernmental Committee for the Protection of Monuments, Groups of Buildings and
Sites of Universal Value, hereinafter called lithe Committee", and composed of 15 States Parties
to the Convention, elected by the States Party to the Convention meeting in General Assembly
during the ordinary sessions of Unesco's General Conference is hereby established within the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization.

Article 7

1. The term of office of States members of the Committee shall extend from the end of the ordin
ary session of the General Conference during which they are elected until the end of its ••••••

subsequent ordinary session.

2. The term of office of seven members designated at the time of the first election shall, however,
cease at the end of the first ordinary session of the General Conference following that at which

they were elected.

3. States members of the Committee shall choose as their representatives prominent persons
qualified in the protection of monuments, groups of buildings and sites. .

Article 8

1. The Committee shall adopt its Rules of Procedure which shall, in particular, permit observers
from intergovornmental and non-governmental organizations designated by the Committee to

p!U"ticipate in its work, and shall lay down the conditions under which particularly well-qualified
private individuals or corporate bodies may participate in the Committee1s activities.

2. The Committee may create such consultative bodies as it deems nec~ssaryfor the performance
of its functions.

Article 9

1. The Committee shall receive and 'consider requests for assistance for the protection of the
monumenta, groups of buildings and sites referred to in ArticJle 2. It,shall decide on the action

to be taken on such requests; it ,~ha1l determine, where neCI~SSarYI the nature and scale of its as-
sistance; and it shall make the necessary arrangements witU the goyernment concerned. '

. .>-,' I'
2. The Committe.~ shaU~eterminean order·of priorities for its operation. It shall in so doing

bear in.mind"the respective importance for the world's cultural heritage of the property re
quiring protection, the need to give international protection tothep1topertymost representative of
a natural environment or of the genius and the history of the peoples of all continents, the urgency
of the work to be done, and the resources available to the States ani whose territory the threatened
property is situated and the extent to which they are able to safegurird such property by their o~n
means.

Il'~"u~),,__._...-:-..*-...,.....--.~:.--.:<,----~-... -"-,,'-!~..- .•-:,-,.-.-:-..••_-'-..-.-;::-I.~-..--...../i,Ir-:i,.. '.' .,' ,'. '. :.'
Of, .. ,;.,.. . J. \' ..... 1.';':.;: '.;;;.";r~ ';"'t-t,c: •... '.1>, t' .. ," ' ~ 1 _ .
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:'. Th.' <" o/lln d ttpc !:iha II l'stabli::;h a lid I,dng up to date "very two years a SllOl't I is t of thl' 1110"!

illlpol'tant l1IonulIlcnts, groups of buildings and sites whose conservation entails llIajor Opl'rLl
tions and for which aid has been f'('qupstl'd in accordance with paragraph 1 of this ArticlP. This
list. \\ hich shall contain indications as to the importance of the cultural or natural propcl'ty an'J an
estilllatp of th(' ('ost of rescue or retitvration opl'rations, shall be wid"ly publicizl'd.

4. TIll' Comlltittee shall draw up, keep:Jp to date, and pul'~icize a list of property sav('d as n
rl'sult of it!:i acth'ity.

5. TI' C' Committee shall have at its dispu~al the resou: ces of the International Fund the creation
of which is provided for in J\rticle 12. H :;ha11 adopt an annual budget for its expenditure.

6, The Comnlittee shall seek ways of increasing the resources of the International Fund. and shall
take all useful steps to this pnd.

7. The decisions referred to in paragraphs!. 2, 3 and 5 of this Article shall be taken I;y the COIll
ntittce by a two-thirds majority of its members present and voting.

Article ]0

The Coml1litte~ shall be assisted by a Secretariat appointed by the Director-(~cneralof Unesco.
The Secretariat shaH prepare the Committee's documentation and the agenda of its meetings. It
I:lhall see that its decisions ore carried out.

IV. RESOURCES: INTEHN/\TIONAL FIJND FOH TIIF: PHOTECTION OF i\10NUJ\lENTS,
CROUPS OF BUlLlJINGS AND SITES OF UNIVEHSA L VALUE

A:-tic1e 11

I. An International Fund for the Protection of !\lQnuments, Groups of BUIldings anlJ Sitt's of l1ni
vf'rsal Valu_. l;c;dnaft,"r called "the International Fund", to be administl"red by:the COHlmittee.

is hereby eotaulishcd.

2. The Inter~u~!'~l Fund shall constitute a trust fund, in conformity with the relevant provisions
of the Finandal Regulations of Unesco.

Article 12

The resources of the International Fund shall consist of:

(a) compulsory and voluntary cqntributions made by States Parties to the prcsent Convention;

"(b) contributions, gifts or bequests which may be made by:

(i) other States;

(il) Un{!sco and other organizations of the United N"ations system or other intergovern
mental organizations;

(ili) industrial and COn.ll;)crcial firms, in particular tiiosc which are concerned with tour
ism oJ:,":transiNrt-iind which are therefore lIlterested in the conscrvation of the im
movable cultU!al heritage,

(iv) ,Public or private bodiel,::or individuals;

(c) the interest from su'ms lent by the Fund to States as financial participation in protection
work carried out on monuments. groups of buildings and site!> of universal value;

-------------:\~"--~-----~--"'""...,----(~I------------------------
\J<"";' J~' -'.I ",
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(d) funds raised by collections and receipts from events organized for the bem'fit of the Inter
national Fund; and

(e) all such other resources as shall be determined in the Hllles Lof Procedur~7 of the Inter
national Fund.

Article 13

Witbout prejudice to an,Y supplementary voluntary contribution, the States Parties to this Con
vention undertake to pay regularly, every two years, to the International Fund, contributions the
amount of which shall be determined, on the proposal of the Committee, by the General Assembly
of States Parties to the Convention, meeting during the sessions of the General Conference of Unesco.
The decision of the General Assembly shall be taken by a two-thirds majority of the States present
and voting. In no case shall the compulsory contribution of a State Party to the Convention exceed
2% of its contribution to the budget of Unesco.

Article 14

The Secretariat shall regularly inform governments.. competent national authoritied, interna
tional governmental or ncn-governmental organizations, national institutions, associations and
enterprises, individuals and corporate bodies concerned. of the programme of operations and the
order of priorities established by the Intergovernmental Committee. and shall invite them to give
their financial assistance to the. work which is to be undertaken.

Article 15

The States Parties to this Convention shall endeavour. by appropriate fiscal measures, to en
courage gifts and bequests made for monuments, groups of buildings and sites by private individuals
or corpOl'ate bodies and in particular by commercial or industrial concerns .

•
Article 16

1. The States Parties to this Convention shall endeavour to promote by all means. and in particu
lar by administrative, legal or fiscal measures, the establishment of national foundations or

associations with the purpose of encouraging benefactions from collective or individual patrons who
wish to make a financial contribution to the protection of monuments, groups of buildings and sites.

2. The rOle of these national associations or foundations will be to participate in the fin:mcing of
protection work on monuments, groups of buildings and sites in the country in question and also,

. by means of contributions to the International Fund, in action undertaken for the protection of monu
ments. groups of bUildings and sites of universal value.

Article 17

The States Parties to this Convention shall assist, by all means at their disposal, in periodic
international fund-raising campaigns launched under the auspices of Unesco. and Shall facilitate
fund-raising by all appropriate national organi:i;ations.

Article 18

1. The periodic international campaigns will appeal to public generosity for those mC;>l1urnents,
groups of buildings and sites of universal value :which are in danger, a short list o~ which shall

be established by the Committee in conform~tywith!the provisions of Article 9, paragra~h 3, of this
Convention. ,{'~

2. The periodic international campaigns may, at the isame time, appeal to public generosity for
monuments, groups of buill.lings and sites of the country in question which do nnt appear in the

list mentioned in the previous paragraph. In this case, only a portion' of the receipts from these
campaigns shall be paid to the International Fund. \I

..
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V. CONDITIONS AND ARRANGEMENTS FOR TIlE GRANTING
OF INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION

Article 19

1. Any State Party to this Convention may request internation'3.1 protection for immovable cultural
or natural property situated on its territory which it considers to be particularly representative

of its history or of the genins of its people and which it regards as being in grave danger. In such
a case, it shall submit with its request, in addition to the indications and estimates provided for in
Article 9. paragraph 3. of this Convention, all such information and documE'ntation as will enable
the Committee to come to a decision.

2. The Committee, or the Secretariat acting by viy"!'ue of the CO...!Dmittee's authorization and on its
behalf, may offer its services to a State Party Lor not Partn to the Conventicn. if grave danger

should threaten to cause the disappearance of a monument. group of buildings or site of universal
value on the te::-ritory of the State and for which the State has not yet requested LTlter!'~tionalprotection.

Article 20

The granting of international protection to immovable cultural or natural property shall be con
ditional upon the Committee's including such property on the short list referred to in Article 9,
paragraph 3, of this Convention. The Committee may not include the immovable cultural or natural
property in question on the list unless it is threatened with grave and specific dangers, such as the
risk of disappearance due to increasingly rapid deterioration. major public or private works, serious
damage due to unknown causes. abandonment for any reason. the outbreak or threat of armed con
flict, disasters and cataclysms. serious fires. earthquakes. landslides. volcanic eruptions, change
in water level, floods or tidal waves.

Article 21

1. The Committee shall define the procedure by which requests for international protection shall
be considered and in particular the cor.tent of the request, which should mention the nature of

the danger threatening the monument, group of buildings or site under consideration, the work which
is necessary, supported by a report drawn up by one or more specialists. the cost of this work, its <!:

relative urgency, and proof that the resources of the requesting State do not allow it to meet the ex
penses unaided.

2. Requests invoking natural calamities and disasters should, by reason of the urgency of the work
which they may involve, be given priority consideration among requests submitted by States

Parties to this Convention.

3. Before coming to a decision, the Committee may carry out such studies and consult such ex
pert opinion as it deems necessary.

Article 22

Assistance granted by the Committee may take the following forms:

(a) studies concerning the artistic, scientific and technical problems raised by the protection
of property in danger;

(b) providing the State in question with experts capable of carrying out preparatory studies,
skilled technicians and workmen to ensure that the approved work is correctly carried out,
and the necessary equipment which cannot be acquired ')n t"'~ spot;

(cl the granting of low-interest or interest-free loans;

(d) the granting, in exceptional cases and for special reasons, of non-repayable subsidies.

"
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Article 23

When the request for protection involves the preparation of large -scale projects which require
the organization of extensive works, the granting of aid shall be preceded by detailed scientific and
te,chnical stUdies. These studies must draw upon the latest trends in research based on the most
recent methods and techniques for the conservation and restoration of cultural propC'rty. and must
have as their aim the active integration of this property into the life of the community. The sLudies
must also aim to find ways of making rational use of available national resources for the protection
of monuments, groups of buildings and sites of universal value situated on the territory of the coun
try in question.

Article 24'

As a general rule, only part of the cost of work necessary for the protection of monuments,
groups of buildings and sites of universal value shall be borne by the international community. The
financial contribution of the beneficiary State must, unless the circumstances arc exceptional, be
substantial.

Article 25

In return for the assistance granted by the Committee, the beneficiary States must undertake
to act upon the adopted project within a definite time-limit and to continue to maintain the cultural
or natural property involved in good condition, in conformity with the scientific and technical prin
ciples of conservation which have been established.

VI. EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMES

Article 26

1. The States Parties to this Convention shall endeavour by all appropriate means, and in particu
lar by educational and information programmes, to strengthen the attachment of their peoples

to the immovable cultural treasures of all countries and all civilizations.

f. They shall take the necessary measures to keep their public fully informed of the grave dangers
threatening some of this property and of the rescue operations which have been carried out with

international co-operation.

Article 27

The States Parties to this Convention which, thanks to international protection, have carried
out important conservation work on immovable cultural or natural property on their territory, shall
take all appropriate measures, such for instance as the adoption of national and international pro
grammes of cultural and educational tourism, to make known the importance of the property that
has been saved and the effectiveness of international co-operation.

VII. REPORTS

Article 28

The States Parties to this. Convention shall, in their periodic reports submitted to the General
Conference of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization on dates and in
a manner to be determined by it, give information on toe legislative and administrative provisions
which they have adopted and other action which they have taken for the application of this Convention,
together with details of the experience acquired in this field.

VIII. FINAL CLAUSES /(

Article 29

Reservations to this Convention shall not be permitted•

..
.'
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1\ rticle 3U

This Convention is drawn up in English, French. Russian and Spanish. the four texts being
equally authoritativ£>.

Article 31

1. This Convention shall be subject to ratification or acceptance by States members of the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization in accordance with their respective

constitutional procedures.

2. Th'" instrunlents of ratification or acceptance shall be deposited with the Director-General of
the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization.

Article 32

1. This Convention shall be open to accession by all States not members of the United Nations Edu
cational, Scientific and Cultural Organization which are invited by the Executive Board of the

Organization to accede to it.

2. Accession shall be effected by the deposit of an instrument of accession with the Director
General of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization.

Article 33

This Convention shall enter into force three months after the date of the deposit of the .•••.•.
instrument of ratifica'tion, acceptance or accession, but only with respect to those States which have
deposited their respective instruments of ratification, acceptance or accession on or before that
date. It shall enter into force with respect to any other State three months after the deposit of its
instrument of !'atification, acceptance or accession.

Article 34

The States Parties to this Convention recognize that the Convention is applicable not only to
their metropolitan territories but also to all territories for the international relations of which they
are responsir2e; they undert~~e.to.consult, if neces~ary, the governments or other competent au
thorities of th'.!se territories on or before ratification. acceptance or accession. with a view to
securing the application Jf thp ('onvention to thcsp t<>rritories. and to notify the Director-General
of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization of the territories to which it
is applied. the notification to take effect three months after the date of its receipt.

Article 35

1. Each State Party to this Convention may denounce the Convention on its own behalf or on behalf
of any territory for whose international relations it is responsible.

2. The denunciation shall be notified by an instr.ument in writing, deposited with the Director
General of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization.

3. The denunciation shall take effect twelve months after the receipt of the instrument of denuncia
tion. It shaH not affect the financial obligations of the denouncing State until the date on which

the withdrawal takes effect.

Article 36

The Director-General of the United Nations Educational. Scientific and Cultural Organ\zation
shall inform the States members of the Organization. tile States not J?"embers of the Organization
which are referred to in Article 32, as well as the United Nations, of the deposit of all the instru
ments of ratification, acceptance, or accession provided for in Articles 31 and 32, and of the noti
fications and denunciations provided for in Articles 34 and 35 respectively.. '
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l\rticle 37

1. This Convention may be revised by the Generall'onference of till' United ~atiom; 1;c1l1C~ltiC1l];l1.

Scientific and Cultural Organization. Any such r('vision shall. ho\\cvcr, hilld only thc St:lte~

\\hich shallIJecolllc Parties to the revising convention.

2. If the General Conference should adopt a new convention revisin~ this Cotln'ntioll in \\'hul(' or ill
part, then, unless the new convention otherwise provides, thi!:; Convention Shall (','a,,;(' to be 01H'11

to ratification, acceptance or accession, as from the date on which the nc\\' rl'vising eOllvL'ntioll en
ters into force.

l\rticle 38

In conformity with Article 102 of the Charter" of the United Nations, this Convention shall be
registered with the Secretariat of the United Nations at the request of the Director -(;cl1('ral of tllC'
United Nations Educational. Scientific and Cllltural Organization.

Done in Paris, this day of 1972, in two authentic copies bearing the signature of the
President of the session of the General Conference and of the Director -General of thC' llnited
Nations Educational, ScienUiic and Cultural Organization, which shall be deposited in the archives
of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, and certificd tt'ue cupies of
which shall be delivered ~o all the States referred to in Articles 31 and 32 as well as to the I initcd
Nations.

)..
SS $ a==z:a SAid.
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Translated from the French

UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL,
SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL OHC/\ NIZ:\TION

INTERNATIONAL REGULATIONS FOR TilE PROTECTION
OF MONUI\1ENTS, GROUPS OF BUILJ>INGS AND SITES

Final 'report drawn up in accordance with Article 10.3 of the
Rules of the Procedure concerning Recommend&i:ions to Member
States and International Conventions cover-:;d by the terms of
Article IV. paragraph 4, of the Constitution.

ADDENDUM 2

In implementation of resolution 3.412 concerning international instruments for the protection
of monuments. groups of buildings and sites. adopted by the General Conference of Unesco at its
sixteenth session. the Director-General prepared a preliminary report containing a preliminary
draft recommendation and a preliminary draft convention (document SHC/MD/17) which was for
warded on 20 July 1971 to Member States under cover of circular letter CL/2156 inviting them to
submit c,~mments and observations of these draft texts.

By 20 January 1972. the Unesco Secretariat had received 18 replies. which were reproduced
in document SHC/MD/18, with an analysis of the replies. a revised draft recommendation and a
revised draft convention.

Comments were received by the Secretariat from the Federal Republic of Germany, Canada.
Iran, Italy and Luxembourg after document SHC/ MD/18 and Addendum 1 had been prepared. These
comments are reproduced in the present document which constitutes Addendum 2 to document
SHC/MD/lB•.
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FEDEH/\L llEPUllLIC OF GEll ~.l:\NY

•
The position ac!optl:d by the \'arious Federal l\Iinistries and the Lacndcr of the Federal Repub

lic of Cernlany IS one of approval in principle of the 1'relimi nary Draft H ccommendation concern
ing the protection, at national level. of monuments, groups of buildings and sites. Criticism of
details of the Prelilllinary Draft will he put forward at the working groups conference of govern
:1lent experts in Paris. The follo\\ing point in particular are considered a useful basis for further
discussion:

tile question whether movable cultural heritage should also he included in the Ilec011lmendation.

the question whether provisions r<'lating to the protection of nature should h(' excluded.

an expansion of the definitions in paragraph I,

a clearer distinction between the protection of monuments in the sense of tile legal preserva
tion of monuments and groups of buildings and the conservation of u'onUlllents in the sense of
the practical carrying out of this function and of the technical and construction wOl'k required
for the maintenance and restoration of monuments,

a more concrete elaboration of the economic function of the cultural properly to be protected,

questions of the training and further education of scientific and technical staff for the conser
vation of monuments.

The Federation and Laender :101d the view that those passages of the Preliminary Draft necom
mendation containing reference to expropriation, near-expropriation or similar llIeasures require
detailed discussion.

CANADA

The initial proposal relating to the protection of sites of national significance is a model and
one which it would be desirable in principle to have- implemented in all countries. There has, in the
past, been a marked lack of interest in Canada inthe preservation of our historic heritage. This
seems to be exemplified in the lack of enforcement of antiquities laws in those parts of the country
where such laws exist; we are not aware of any prosecutions commensurate with the known de
struction of archaeological sites. This attitude appears to be slowly·changing in the light of in
creasing public interest in the nation's past and a Unesco convention might well give impetustothe
better enforcement 'of existing laws and to the adoption of necessary new legislation. None the
less, we wonder how acceptable would be the "he'avy fines" (paragraph 52) or "irnprisonment"
(paragraph 51) proposed by Unesco, and. if accepted. how likely of enforcement.

While tile Canadian concept of private property permits provincial governments to dictate eel'·
tain forms of land use by means of zoning laws, we are not aware that in the past such laws have
ever been applied in a fashion which would prevent an owner from altering or demolishing an his
toric structure. While the highly desirable public education programme proposed in paragraphs
66-9 may lead to a change of attitude in the long run, I suspect that some of the legal measures
proposed (paragraphs 38-55) would be widely regarded as interference with the rights of property
owners. For the immediate future at least. it will probably be necessary to rely on incentives
(tax benefits, grants. etc.) to encourage owners to accept restrictions on their freedom to alter
historic structures and environments. However. the Province of Quebec has recently taken sig
nificant steps towards limiting the freedom of action of owners of properties whlch have been
designated as of historical significance and the practical application of this legislation will be
studied with interest.

•
This, of course, raises the question of cost. Preservation in this country has almost always

meant intervention by the appropriate level of government,· usually to the point of acquiring owner
ship of the properties to be preserved. Obviously. no country can afford to have every interest
ing old structure turned into a national (or regional or local) historic site. The probably imminent

•
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creation of "Heritage Canada" is a useful first step away 1'1'0111 the "nlUseum" concept of preserva
tion and the Unesco do('ulllent adlllirably supports the new point of view. Considering the increas
ing public interest in tile past. and given increased public education. it is possible that additional
funds for preservation nlay Le forthcollling. None the less, it IIIUst be noted that effective illlple
mentation of the ITnesco [ll'opusals will cost considerably lllurc than Canada has hitherto spent on
its history.

Illlplicit in thc lfne~c:o proposals is recognition that certain States will not havc cOlllplete juris
diction, at the national levcl. over some or all lllonulllcnts. This situation applies to Canada. but
since this Departlllcnt clearly has a mandate to preserve sitcs of national importance (\\hich is
largely the object of the Unesco document), I see no reason why the federal governlllent could not
implement the proposals. at least in so far as they apply to nationally important sites. f\ s for
regional or local sites. the federal presence could be made manifest by the implelllcntation of
paragraph 13. It \\ould be desirable to have a central agency to provide technical advice, but we
would wish to study tll(! cost implications further before categorically supporting the Unesco view.
It may well be that in our case Heritage Canada could perforw such a function.

It seems that paragraph 16 iwplies the establishment of a conservation I1Jinistry at the federal
level. At the moment. hist9rical conservation is one part of the conservation programme of this
Department. Historic conservation would certainly benefit fronl a stronger voice. but there are
obvious problems in the Canadian context. Perhaps legislation akin to that in the U. S. J\. (which
gives a committee chaired by the Secretary of the Interior certain veto powers over development)
is required. III any case. adoption of the Unesco proposals by the federal government would seelll
to have as a consequence the need for a clear mandate to some rtgency to inlplement these pro
posals.

Paragraph 30 implies some form of National Register of Historic Sites. a watter which we
arc now considering. The "educational and cultural action" proposed is, we believe, essential
since effective preser\'ation will be possible only with the support of an informed and concerned
public.

In sUllllllary. wc consider the Unesco recommendations to be a reasonable and useful basis for
a national programme of conservation. and it would be desirable in principle to have them adopted
and. more important, implemented in this and other countries.

The second paper deals with international action to preserve sites of "universal value". Un
fortunately. this term is inadequately defined and, while we certainly have our share of "natural
sites" and" scientific sites". we wonder how many sites of an historical nature would qualify.
Essentially. we see this proposal as an instrument to provide funds (and technical assistance) to
permit nations. which could not otherwise afford to do so, to preserve sites of outstanding cul
tural significance. \V'c·do not Uunk one can quarrel with the view that certain sites are indeed of
importance to all mankind. In strictly monetary terms, however, Canada is likely to have to give
more than it will receive. Basically. we think the proposal has much merit and it is simply a
question of whether the government wants to commit itself to contributions.

In general terms. the above are our preliminary reactions to the Unesco proposals. We will
of course, study the material in more detail and be ready with more positive comments by the
time of the Paris meeting in April.

In agreement with the Imperial Government of Iran, the Iranian National Commission for
Unesco has organiz:ed several working meetings, attended by the Iranian experts who will be tak
ing part in the me~tir.g:; l:Icheduled from 4 to 22 April 1972, as well as by representatives of the
ministries and agencies concerned, for the purpose of making a thorough study of the text of the
preliminary report SnC/\ID/l"j (Paris, 30 June 1971) drawn up by the Organization in accordance
\\'ith Article 10. I of the Rules of Procedure concerning Recommendations to i\Iember States and
International Com'('ntions covered by the terms of Article IV, paragraph 4, of the Constitution .
The entire report. which includes £'o:planator,v comments by the LJnesco Secretariat. together \\ itll

•
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the texts of the recommendation and the convention concerning the protection of monuments, groups
of buildings and sites, was first translated into Persian and made available to the ministries and
agencies concerned, after which it was examined in detail, particularly the texts of the recommen
dation and the convention.

The Iranian National Commission for Unesco has pleasure in observing that the work of the
Spcretariat concerning the protection of monuments, groups of buildings and sites is reaching a
decisive stage; and the Imperial Government and the Commission take note of this progress with
satisfaction.

At the same time, thanks to the work of the Secretariat, the resolution regarding the establish
ment of an international committee, which was sub.nitted to the Unesco General Conference at its
fifteenth session in connexion with the Future Programme, is in process of being implemented.

The names of the members of the Iranian Delegation will be communicated to you shortly, and
the Delegation will express its views during the course of t: e meetings.

In view of the importance of protecting the cultural heritage of mankind, and also in view oC
the fact that Iran possesses extensive and varied cultural property, we shall for our part do every
thing within our power to able Unesco to achieve its objectives and implement its programmes.

ITALY

Additional note

In connexion with the suggestion which has already been made that the functions of the Commit
tee be divided into two parts. with the administrative and financial functions being exercised by a small
board of management composed of government representatives, and the cultural functions by a com
mittee of cultural specialists and experts. we consider that the functions of the latter committee
could be entrusted to one of the many committees established and operated by ICO:\10S.

This would seem a suitable way of ensuring liaison between Unesco, which raises the funds,
and the cultural mileux concerned in this undertaking.

We note finally that in paragraph 5 of Article 9 oC the Preliminary f'raft Convention the following
wc.rds could be inserted after the first sentence ending" in Article l't.":

"taking into accQ~nt any such particular uses as the contributors to the said fund may stipu
late. "

LUXEMBOURG

A. General comments on terminology

I. "Universal value. importance. interest" of buildings. particularly buildings on which inter
national action may be taken. It is correctly assumed that the heritage, both national and
universal, forms in each case a homogeneous whole. which should be considered as a whole
without classifying the constituent features in any relative or,der. Such homogeneity is only
possible if all fep-tures are looked on as having equal cultural value: distinctions may be
drawn in other respects, for example as regards size. or varying degree of universal interest.

Proposals. The wording "monuments ••• of universal (exceptional, relative) interest" should
be used throughout. The word "importance" is ambiguous, if it is not made clear that it refers
solely to physical importance, or size.
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n. "Protection, safeguarding, ;:>reservation"

In view of the "particularly serious dangers" which are "threatening" till' survival of IJIOllll
ments as a whole. the term "safeguarding" seellls the 1Il0st appropriafC' to expl"l'SS till' idL';!
and the necessity of rescuing property in dr.-nger of disappearing. "Protection" existf'd al
ready, and neither was. nor is. adequate to stav~ off the threat. Once a monulllent has been
rescued, a system of protective measures will consolidate the result. Such IlIL'aSUl"l'S l\"ill
include physical "preservation". in the traditional sense of the word.

Proposals

1. 1\nnex I: since the reference is to IJIOnUIllC'nts threatel1l'U by illllllediate dangC'r. till' \I'DI'd

"rescuing" should be substituted throughout for "protection".

2. The word "protection" should be used only for continuing action, takillg piacL' after thl'
safeguarding, which should be considered as a specific measure liJllited in tillle.

3. Where necessary. the phrase "L~oncerninE..7 the rescuing; ,<I protection" lIIay IJe used.

n. Special comments on the text

1. Introduction

Para~raph 14. "immovable cultural heritage .•• and the natural ~etting in which they arC'
found '.

1. Place the second tlash after "found" instead of after "sites". "l'\atural" sites fOl'1l1 part of
the cultural heritage to the extent that they call forth a cultural rcaction (admiration, wc 11
being. inspiration. study. curiosity). One should avoid enroaching on the field of nature
conservancy. where the approach to such sites may be different.

2. [in the French text, refer throughout to the "patrimoine culturel immobilier" (instead of
"patrimoine immobilier culture1" ), so as to distinguish it frolll the 1Il0vable cultural heri
tage ("patrimoine culturel mobilier"),:..7

Paragraph 28. The last sentence should read: "This heritage. whether national or universal,
should be considered ••• created by a nation or b~ all mankind in an effort to adapt. or adapt
itself to thp. natural environment in which it lives. f

1. It cannot be over-emphasized that every national cultural heritage should be considered
as a whole, in the same way as the aggregate of these national heritages, which form the
world's heritage. Here the context does not seem to conflict with such a clarification.
The world'S heritage can only be preserved intact if secure arrangements are made for
preserving intact all national heritages.

2. 1\n attempt by man to adapt the environment seems to be a more highly cultural activity
than that of adapting himself, though admittedly the latter entails, for example, knowledge
and the taking of decisions. Naturally the one does not exclude the other.

Paragraph 47. Amend the second sentence to read: "Damaged stones should be r<.lplaced only
where the damage has reached such an advanced stage that it is manifestly prejudicial to .!!!!:.
stability or the appearance and architectural quality of the monument. "

Paragraph 48. In the third sentence, delete the word "important" before "features".

Since the threat of destruction is supposed to be the same ~or an "important" as for a "less
important" feature, surely less important features should also be preserved.

Paragraph 60. Amend the second ;;;,;mtence to read: "No new building should be built on to an
ancient monument, primarily because of the need to preserve its appearance intact, and sec-
0ndarily because of the thrusts "

...-------...I,------ ...._IIi-""..IIlII. ,....__.""_'"4 s _
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n. "Protection, safeguarding, preservation"

In view of the "particularly serious dangers" which are "threatening" the survival of monu
ments as a whole, the term "safeguarding" seems the IlIost appropriate to express th(' idca
and the necessity of rescuing property in danger of disappearing. "Protection" existed al
ready, and neither was, nor is, adequate to stave Ofl' the threat. Once a monument has been
rescued, a system of protective measures will consolidate the result. Such llleasures will
include physical "preser 'ation", in the traditional sense of the word.

Proposals

1. Annex I: since the reference is to monuments threatened by immediate danger. the word
"rescuing" should be substituted throughout for "protection".

2. Th~ word "protection" should be used only for continuing action, taking place after the
safeguarding, which should be considered as a specific measure limited in time.

3. Where necessary. the phrase "[concerninf!7 the rescuing and protection" may bc used.

B. Special comments on the text

1. Introduction

Para~raph 14. "immovable cultural heritage .•• and the natural setting in which they are
found '.

1. Place the second dash after "found" instead of after "sites". "Natural" sites form part of
the cultural heritage to the extent that they call forth a cultural reaction (admiration, well
being, inspiration, study. curiosity). One should avoid enroaching on the field of nature
conservancy, where the approach to such sites may be different.

2. [In the French text, refer throughout to the "patrimoine culturel immobilier" (instead of
" patrimoine immobilier culturel"), so as to distinguish it from the movable cultural heri
tage ("patrimoine culture1 mobilier").=...7

Paragraph 28. The last sentence should read: "This heritage, whether national or universal,
should be considered •.. created by a nation or by all mankind in an effort to adapt, or adapt
itself to the natural environment in which it lives. "

1. It cannot be over-emphasized that every national cultural heritage should be considered
as a whole. in the same way as the aggregate of these national heritages, which form the
world's heritage. Here the context does not seem to conflict with such a clarification.
The world's heritage can only be preserved intact if secure arrangements are made for
preserving intact all national hcritages.

2. An attempt by man to adapt the environment seems to be a more higllIy cultural activity
than that of adapting himself, though admittedly the latter entails, for example, knowledge
and the taking of decisions. Naturally the one does not exclude the other.

Paragraph 47. Amend the second sentence to read: "Damaged stones should be replaced only
where the damage has reached such an advanced stage that it is manifestly prejudicial to the
stability or the appearance and architectural quality of the monument. " --

Paragraph 48. In the third sentence, delete the word "important" before" features".

Since the threat of destruction is supposed to be the same for an "important" as for a "lcss
important" feature, surely less important features should also be preserved.

Paragraph 60. Amend the secont! sentence to read: "No new building should be built on to an
ancient monument, primarily because of the need to preserve its appearance intact, and sec
0ndarily because of the thrusts •.. if
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Paragraph 71. Amend the last sentence to read:" demolition .•• repair or modification
of any kind carried out to a protected monument, group of buildings or site".

Paragraph lOG. Since it is agreed that the world's heritage should be considered as a whole,
provision should be made for the possibility of safeguarding a feature situated in the territory
of a State not party to the convention, under conditions to be determined.

2. Annex I

First preambular paragraph." and to have an overall policy for combining the remains
left by past civilizations with the achievements of our own time".

1. Sites are not included in this wording. As they precede all civilizations, they are not the
remains left by a civilization, but should be brought within the scope of an overall policy.

2. It is difficult to understand the distinction between "remains" and "achievements". Are
all achievements to be brought within the scope of the overall policy, including even those
against which envirorunental policy is directed?

Suggested amendment: " ... and to have an overall policy covering the remains left by past
and contemporary civilizations and sites".

Paragraph 25. Amend to read: " ••• to preserve their traditional appearance, where such is
in conformity with their historical and artistic character, and protect them •.• 11

The traditional appearance may be constituted by "old buildings devoid of historic interest",
which it is proposed should be removed in paragraph 41.

Paragraph 2G. Amend to read: "Substitutions for missing parts of a monument should be dis
tinguished from the original portions by an appropriate method (For example by some form of
l1Iarking, the us£> of different materials or setting the new surface slightly back from the ori
ginal surface), provided that the impression which should be conveyed by the building as a
whole is preserved, or if necessary restored. "

1. Greater emphasis should be placed on the primary need to preserve the characteristic
impression conveyed by the monument.

2. The purpose of the proposed amendment is to prompt the use of other methods, less con
spicuous but sufficiently reliable (unobtrusive notices, documents, plans available for
consultation).

!Paragraph 27. In the French text of the first part of the second sentence, replace the words
il son voisinage" by "cet entourage", the term used in the first sentence; by"surroundings"
is meant the "harmony" defined in the first sentence, not" old buildings" (paragraph 41) which
it is desirable to demolish.:..!

Paragraph 70. Add a new sub-paragraph (f) as follows:

"(f) joint action by neighbouring States with a view to safeguarding and enhancing groups
of buildings or sites located on both sides of the frontier between them."

:.L ,\nnex Il

;\; 0 C011111lPnts. other than that made under B. 1 above, in connexion with paragraph 106.
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UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL,
SCIENTIFIC AND CULTUHAL OHGANIZATIClN

INTEHNATIONAL HEGULATIONS FOH THE PIWTECTION
OF MONUMENTS, GROUPS OF BUILDINGS AND SITES

Fin81 report drawn up in accordance with Article 10.3 of the Hules of Pro
cedure concerning Hecommendations to Member States and International
Conventions covered by the terms of Article IV, paragraph 4, of the Constitution.

ADDENDUM

In implementation of resolution 3.412 concerning international instruments[ot·thepl'utl·ction
of monuments, groups of buildings and sites, adopted by the General Conference of Unesco at its
sixteenth session, the Director-General prepared a preliminary report containing a pn:linJinal'Y
riraft recommendation and a preliminary draft convention (document SHC/MD/17) which was [Ot'
warded on 20 July 1971 to Member States under cover of circular letter CL/2156 inviting them to
submit comments and observations of these draft texts.

By 20 January 1972, the Unesco Secretariat had received 18 replies, which were reproduce<.lin
document SHC/MD/1B, with an analysis of the replies, a revised draft recommendation and a re
vised draft convention.

One of the two communications from the United States o[ i\merica contained in document
SHC/ MD/ 18, announced that country's intention of submitting, as the United States comments to
Unesco on its proposed Convention, a new "World Heritage Trust" draft.

This new draft was received by the Secretariat on 16 February 1972. It is reproduced in the
pre sent document, which constitute s a first addendum to document SHC/ MD/ 18.

I
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WORLD HEHITAGE TRUST CONVENTION CONCERNING THE PHESEHVATION AND
PROTECTION OF NATURAL AHEAS AND CULTUHAL SITES OF UNIVERSAL VALUE

The General Conference of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization,
meeting in Paris from 1972, at its seventeenth session.

Noting that certain areas and sites throughout the world are of exceptional interest and of universal
natural or cultural significance,

Noting that such areas anti sites ar~ part of the heritage of all mankind and hence should be preserved
for th,e benefit of all mankind,

Recognizing that the natural and cultural heritage of the world is threatened with damage or des
truction by changing social and economic conditions as well as by natural causes.

Considering that the deterioration or disappearance of any significant cultural site or natural area
constitutes an impoverishment of the heritage of all nations of the world,

Considering that it is for mankind as a whule to ensure the preservation and protection of natural
areas and cultural sites of universal value,

Recognizing, however, that national measures to preserve and protect this heritage are often ina
dequate due to th.:' costs of such preservation and to insufficient available economic, scientific
and technical resonrces,

Considering that international assistance to complement national measures to preserve and protect
this heritage may often be in the interest of all mankind,

Recalling Unesco's Constitution which stipulates in Article I, paragraph (c), that "the Organization
will maintain, increase and diffuse knowledge; by assuring the conservation and protection of the
world's inheritance of books, works of art and monuments of history and science, and recom
mending to the nations concerned the necessary international conventions ll

,

Considering that there is now urgent need for the adoption of an international convention establish
ing an effective and permanent system of registering and preserving natural areas and cultu '.al
sites of universal value,

Having decided. at 'its sixteenth session, that this question should be made the subject of an inter
national convention,

Adopts this

I . DEFINITIONS

Article 1

day of 1972 the pre sent Convention.

For the purposes of this Convention, the following shall be considered as:

Ca) "Natural areas" - land areas, including internal waters, of outstanding universal value,
including unique or othe rwise significant geology, physiography. flora or fauna, important exam
pIes of natural ecosystems of special interest to science. natural landscapes or seascapes of great
beauty, and areas of importance to wildlife conservation, education and recreatiun;

(b) "Cultural sites" - sites which are of outstanding universal value because they reflect a
significant event or stage in the development of world civilization, including sites of major anthro
pological, archaeological, architectural, or historic importance;
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(c) "World Heritage Register" - a list of natural areas and cultural sites as defined above and
considered by the Board of the World Heritage Trust to have outstanding significance for the heri
tage of all mankind and hence to merit international recognition and measures of preservation and
protection;

(d) "Parties" - those States which are Parties to this Convention.

Article 2

For the purposes of this Convention, international preservation and protection of natural areas
and cultural sites means the establishment of a permanent system of international co-operative
efforts to identify, protect and preserve these areas and sites.

H. WOHLD HERITAGE TRUST COMMITTEE FOR THE PRESERVATION AND PROTECTION OF
NATURAL AREAS AND CULTURAL SITES OF UNIVERSAL VALUE

Article 3

(a) There is hereby established with the United Nation~ Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization the World Heritage Committee for the Preservation and Protection of Natural Areas
and Cultural Sites of Universal Value, hereinafter called "the Committee". which shall be composed
of one representative of each State Party to this Convention.

(b) The first meeting of the Committee shall take place during the first ordinary session of the
Unesco General Conference after this Convention enters into force. Thereafter the Committee shall
meet regularly at least every two years during the ordinary session of ~hc General Conference of
Unesco, or with 90 days' notice upon call of the Director-General. Extraordinary sessions maybe
convened at any time with 90 days' notice upon request of at least one third of the Parties or upon
request of the Board.

(c) The Committee shall establish its own rules of procedure and silall elect a president and
such other officers as it deems advisable. Each officer shall serve for a length of time designated
in the Hules of Procedure but no term of office shall extend for more than four years. Ench te rrn
of office shall begin at the end of the session of the Committee du ring which the election f')1" tl1at of1'i('l' I'

was held, and sl1:111 end with the commencement of the next succeeding term. Incumbent officers
may Ul' reelected.

(d) Decisions of the Committee shall be made by affirmative vote of a simple majol'it.v of those
present and voting, each representative having one vote. No decision shall be valid unlessaquorum
e(lllal to a simple majority of the Parties to this Convention is present and voting.

(C') The Committet.' shall mC'et at the Headquarters of Unesco unless a majority of the members
of till' Committee decide to mt.'et elsewhere.

(f) The Committee shall elect the World Heritage Board, hereinafter called "the I3oard", which
shall be composed of 15 States Parties to the Convention. In electing thE' Board the Committee will
be guided primarily by three criteria: (1) a balance of concern for both natural areas and cultural
sites; (2) representation from those States having highly developed programmes of preservation of
natural areas and cultural sites; and (3) an equitable geographical distribution.

(g) The Committee shall regularly report to the Unesco General Conference 011 activities of the
Committee, of the Board and of States under this Convention.

(h) The eXfJense of participation on the Committee shall be borne by the States representE:'d.

Ill. WOHLD HEHITAGE THUST BOAHD

Artide 4

(a) There is hereby established aWorldHeritage Trust Board, hereaftertouecalledlltheBoal'dll ,
which shall be elected in accordance with Article 3 (f) .
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(b) The term of office of Board members shall extend from the end of the Committee session
during which they were elected until the end of the second subsequent ordinary session of the Com
mittee.

(c) The term of office of seven members designated at the time of the first election shall, how
ever, cease at the end of the first ordinary session of the Committee following that at which they
were elected. Those seven positions shall then be filled as described in Article 4 (b) above.

(d) States members of the Board shall choose as their representatives persons with expertise
in the preservation and protection of natural areas or cultural sites and otherwise qualified to carry
out the re sponsibilitie s of the Board.

(e) The expense of participation on the Board shall be borne by the States represented.

Article 5

The Board shall adopt its own Rules of Procedure which shall follow so far as appropriate the
Unesco Rules of Procedure. The Rules of Procedure shall permit observers from intergovernmen
tal and non-governmental organizations and private individuals invited by the Board to participate
without vote in its work under conditions specified by the Board.

Article 6

In general, programmes primarily involving natural areas shall be carried out by IUCN and
those primarily involving cultural sites by ICOMOS under appropriate contracts of work agreements
calling for appropriate compensation. Where a particular area or site incorporates significant re
presentation of both a natural area and a cultural site the expertise of both WCN and ICOMOS shall
be drawn on as appropriate. Representatives of IUCN and ICOMOS shall be invited to participate
reularly as advisers in the deliberations of the Board.

Article 7

1. The World Heritage Board shall have the following powers and functions:

(a) To establish the World Heritage Register, hereafter called the Register, and to select, with
the assent of the appropriate State or States, specific areas or sites representing natural and cultur
al resources to be inscribed therein, and to call attention to the selection of such areas and sites by
appropriate designation and ceremony;

(b) to establish criteria for recognition of specific sites or areas of outstanding significance for
the heritage of all mankind and for inscription in the Register;

(c) to compile an inventory, based upon inventories submitted by States Parties to the Conven
tion and upon its own investigations, identifying areas and sites throughout the world which might
qualify for inclusion in the Register;

(d) to administer the World Heritage Trust Fund, hereinafter called "the Trust Fund", which
shall be used for the identification and preservation of natural areas and cultural sites inscribed in
the Hcgister;

(e) to consider and determine action to be taken on requests for the provision of technical and
financial assistance to Parties to this Convention in compiling their national inventories and in the
management and preservation of areas and sites inscribed in the Hegister;

(f) to establish standards for the management and preservation of areas and sites included in
the Hegister, to conduct periodic surveys to ascertain the current status of such areas and :>ites and
to ensure that standards are being met, and to notify the representative:> of the States l'artie:> tothi:>
Convention of the need for corrective action when warranted;

(g) to remove from the World Heritage Hegister, after consultation with the appropriate State,
areas and :>ites receiving inadequate management, protection or pre:>ervation;
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(h) to co-operate with other organizations, gove-"1mental and non- governmental, promoting
objectives related to those of the World Heritage Trust, and to promote educational programmes
to foster the oujectives of the Trust;

(i) to submit to the Committee reports regarding the implementation of this Convention and the
identification, management, protection and preservation of natural areas and cultural sites inscrilJl'd
in the Hegister.

2. Before inscribing an area or site in the Register, the Board shall notify all States Parites to
this Convention of the proposed inscription. IT any such State objects to the inscription of all or any
part of an area or site, it shall 50 advise the Board within ninety days of the t r-ansmittal of the noti
fication' specifying whether it objects to the inscription of all or portion of the area or site; if a
portion, which portion; and the grounds for the objection. If the Board shall have received anyob
jection.;; within ninety days, it shall refrain from inscribing the area or site or portion thereof ob
jected to unless the objections made are withdrawn or unless all Parties making objections assent
to the inscription.

3. Each Party shall submit to the Board as soon as possible an inventory of natural areas and cul
tural sites within its own territory which might qualify for inclusion in the Hegister-. The State may
add to such inventory at any time. All areas and sites on the inventory shall be described precisely
and shall be delineated on a map with the area or site boundary identified by latitude and longitude.
Each submission shall be supported by an exposition of the significance of the areas or sites included
in the inventory.

4. Parties shall manage, protect and preserve in accordance with standards established uy the
Board each area or site inscribed in the Register in their own territory. and where appropriate shall
enact and enforce appropriate legislation, and shall conclude international agreements in the case if
sites on international boundaries.

IV. WOHLD HERITAGE TRUST FUND FOR THE PRESEHVATION AND PHOTECTION OF NATVH
AL AHEAS AND CULTUHAL SITES OF UNIVERSAL VALUE

AI·tiele S

1. The World Heritage Trust Fund for the Preservation and Protection of Natural Areas and Cul
tural Sites of Universal Value. hereafter called "the Trust Fund", is hereby established.

2. The Trust Fund shall be administe red by the Board and shall constitute a trust fund in confolo


mity with the relevant provisions of the Financial Regulations of Unesco.

A rtiele 9

1. The Board may accept contributions, gifts, or bequests to the Trust Fund from any source I and
shall actively solicit financial support for the Trust Fund from States, appropriate internationalor
gal'izations and non- governmental organizations, and from private groups and individuals with par
ticular interests in the preservation of natural areas and cultural sites.

2. Interest earned from sums loaned from the Trust Fund to States shall become part of the capital
of the Trust Fund.

3. The Board may accept any other voluntary contributions, whether or not in cash, provided that
the purposes for which the contributions are made are consistent with the policies, aims and activi
ties of the Board and the Committee and provided that acceptance of contributions which directly or
indirectly involve additional financial liability for the Committee or the Board shall require the con
sent of a majority of the members of the Board.
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V" SECRET!\HL\ T

Article 10

The Committee and the Board ~hall be a~~i~ted !J,Y a Secl"C'tat"iat appnilltcd 1,\" tl1e Dil'l'l'tll!"
General of Unesco" The Secretariat shall prepare the docunlentation and provisional agl'llllas n'
quired for the meetings of the Committee and of the Board. The expense of the Secretariat .,;hall bl'
borne by Unesco.

VI. NATIONAL :\IEASUHES OF PROTECTION AND PHESERVATION

Article 11

The Parties to this Convention recognize the duty to preserve for future generation~ the natural
areas and cultural sites of uni':ersal value situated within their respective territories. 1'0 fulfil tl1at
duty those States undertake to devote an appropriate measure of their own re~ource~ a~ well a~ inter
national assistance which they may be able to obtain.

Article 12

1. The Parties further recognize that those areas and sites con~titute a universal heritage, which
the international community as a whole has a duty to pre~erve .

2. Accordingly I the Parties undertake, in conformity with this Convention, to contribute ~cientific,

technical, artistic and financial assistance to international programmes for the preservation of nat
ural areas and cultural sites, while fully respecting the sovereiplty of the States within the juri~dic

tiun of which such areas and sites are situated.

3. Each State Party to this Convention shall take positive action to mitigate the effects of dtstur
bances to areas or sites inscribed in the Register caused by natural phenomena or human interven
tion, and shall notify thE' Board immediately of any such disturbance, of the mitigating action being
taken, and of the need, if any, fo~ assistance from the World Heritage Trust Board.

4. Each Party shall respect all areas and site s inscribed in the Hegiste I' by refraining ciO far as
possible from acts which might damage them.

Article 13

The Parties to this Convention shall encourage the establishment of public and private national
foundations or associations with the purpose of encouraging financial contribution toward t!1(' pl'eser
vation of natural areas and cultural sites inscribed in the Hegister.

Article 14

The Parties to this Convention shall assist periodic international fund- raising campaigns forthe
benefit of the World Heritage Trust Fund and shall facilitate fund-raising by apprupriate urgLinizatilllls,

Article 15

Each l'arty to this Convention shall make periodic reports to the Board in a manner to be deter'
mined by the Board, giving information on the legislative and udministrative provisions adopted and
on other actions taken pursuant to this Convention, together with details of the expedence acquired
in this field.

VI. INTEHNATIONAL ASSISTANCE

A rtide 1G

1. Any Party tll tllis COllvl'ntion may request interllational assistance for preservation und pt'utec
tioll of lIuturul ureas or cultural sites within its territory which have l.Jeell illscril.>ed in till' Hegistl'r.
Each Statc shall submit with its request all information and documentation requcsted by thc Hoard.
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2. The Board, orIUCNnrICOi\JOS acting pursuant to the Board's authorization, may offer assist
ance to any State, whether or not a Party to this Convention, and whether or not such assistance was
!'equestC'd, if a natural area or cultural site within the territory of that State is threatened by serious
damage and if the Board considers that area or Rite to be of universal value .

.\rticle 17

1. The Board shall define the procedure by which requests for international assistance from the
Fund shall be considered and shall specify in particular the content of the :r-equest, which should
describe the nature of the problem, the work that is necessary, the cost thereof, the relative ur
gency of the request, and a statement why the resources of the requesting State do not allow it to
meet the expenses unaided. Such requests should be supported by expert analysis whenever pos
sib le.

2. Hequests involving natural calamities and disasters should, by reason of the urgency of the
work which they may involve, be given priority consideration by the Board.

3. Before coming to a decision, the Board may carry out such studies and consultations as it deems
necessary.

Article 18

Assistance granted by the Board may take the following forms:

(a) Studies concerning the artistic, scientific and technical problems raised by the preserva
tion of natural areas or cultural sites in question;

(b) expert assistance in carrying out preparator) studies, technical assistance and skilled
labour to ensure that the approved work is correctly carried Ol " and training and equipment which
the State cannot provide;

(c) low-interest or interest-free loans;

(d) the granting, in excertional cases and for special reasons of non-payable subsidies.

Article 19

Major grants of aid shall be preceded by Jetailed scientific and technical studies. These stud
ies should draw upon the most advanced techniques for the restoration and preservation of natural
areas or cultural sites, and must have as their aim the objectives of this Convention. The studies
must also aim to find ways of making rational use of available resources from within the appropriate
State.

Article 20

The financing of work necessary for the preservation of natural areas and cultural sites of uni
versal value shall, in general, be borne only in part by the internatio'lal community. The contribu
tion of the beneficiary State must, with limited exceptions authorized by the Board, constitute a
subst~lI1tial portion of the resuurces devoted to each programme.

:\rticle 21

In ret;]1'n for the assistance granted by the Board, the b£>neficiary States must undertake to act
upun the approved project within a definite time-limit and to continue to manage and preserve the
a reas or sites according to standards established by the Board.

VII. FIHTC.\TIOj\JA J. I'HOGIL\ \'Ii\IES

:\ !'tide 22

I. Thl' l'arties to this Convention shall endeavour by all appropriate means, and in particular by
L'ducational and il1fol mational programme s, to strengthen the attachment of tlleir people s to the area s
and si ll'S that l>l'collle pa!'t uf the natu ral and cultural he l'itage of mankind.
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2. The Parties shall fully publicize both threats to these areas and sites and also the pn's(' l'V;"Ition
and restoration activities which ;"Ire underlaken with international co-operation.

Article 23

The Parties to this Convention which receive international assistance under this Convention and
which undertake programmes for the preservation of natural areas or cultural sites within their res
pective territories shall take appropriate measures, including adoption of programmes to make such
areas and sites available for public enlightenment and enjoyment, to publicize the importance of tilL'
area or site preserved and the effectiveness of international co-operation.

VIII. FINAL CLAUSES

Article 24

Rese rvations to this Convention shall not be permitted.

Article 25

This Convention is drawn up in English, French, Hussian and Spanish, the four te:\1:s being
equally authoritative.

Article 26

I. This Convention shall he subject to ratification or acceptan<:e by States members of the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization in accordance with their respective con
stitutional procedures.

2. The instruments of ratification or acceptance shall be deposited with the Director-General of
the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organizatioll.

Article 27

1. This Convention shall be open to accession by all States not members of the United Nati')lis Edu
cational, Scientific and Cultural Organization which are invited to accede to it by the General COiI
ference oi Unesco.

2. Accession shall be effected by the deposit of an instrument of accession with the Director-General
of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization.

Article 28

This Convention shall enter into force three months after the date of the deposit of the instru
ments of ratification, acceptance or accession of at least 15 States. It shall enter into force with
respect to any other State three months after the deposit of its in!:itrument of ratification, acceptance
or accession.

Article 2!J

This Cor.vention shall apply to all territories for the international relations of which a State
Party is responsible, unless that State notifies the Director-General of Unesco of a specific excep
tion at the time that State deposit!> ;.ts instrument of ratification, acceptance or acce!:ision. Such ex
ceptions may be withdrawn at any time by notice to the Director-General and shall be effective im
mediately upon such notice.

Article 30

1. Each State Party to this Convention may denounce the Convention on its own behalf or on lJelmlf
of any territory for whose international relations it is responsible.

2. The denunciation shall be made by an instrument in writing, deposited with the Director-General
of the Vnited Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization.
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:1. The rlenunciatiun shall take E:ffect sb. months after the receipt of the instrumer.t of denunciatiun .

.\rticlc 31

The Director-General of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
shall inform the Statps members of the Organization, the States not members of the Organization
which are referred to in Ar-ticle 27, as well as the United Nations, of the deposit of all the instru
ments of ratification, acceptance and acceSSLOn provided ior in Articles 26 and 27 and of the noti
fication!> and denunciations provided for in Article 30 respectively.

;\rticlc 32

1. This Convention may be amemlecl by the General Conference of the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization. Any such amendment shall, however, lJind only the States
which accept the proposed amendments.

2. If the General Conference should amend this Convention, the Convention shall be open to sub
se'quent ratification, acceptance or accession only in its amended form.

Article 33

In conformity with Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations, this Convention shall be
registered with the Secretariat of the United Nations at the request of the Dir<>ctor-General of the
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization.

Article 34

Nothing in this Convention shall alter the rights or obligations of States under International Law
as codified in the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone, the 1958
Geneva Cunvention 011 the High Seas, and the 1954 Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural
Pl'operty in the Event of Armed Conflict.

Done in Paris, this day of 1972, in two authentic copies bearing the signa-
ture of the President of the session of the General Conference and of the Director-
GelH:'l'al of the United Nations Educational, Scientific an~ Cultural Organization, which shall be de
pOt->ited in the archives of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, and
certified true copies of which t->hall be delivered to all the States referred to in Articles 26 and 27
as well as to the lTnited Nations.
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Original: English

UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL,
SCIENrIFIC AND CtJI.[I{JRAL ORGANIZATION

INrERNATIONAL :REGUIATIONS FOR THE PRorECTION
OF MONUMENl'S, GRCUPS OF BUIIDIWS AND SITES

Final repOl't drawn up in acc.miance with Article 10.3 of the
Rules of Procedure concern:lng Recanmendations to Member States
am International Conventiuns covered by the terms of Article IV I

paragraph 4, of the Constitution.

ADDENDUM 4

In implementation of resolution 3.412 concerning international instruments
for the protection of monuments, grOups of builclings an::l sites" adopted by the
General Conference of Unesco at its sixteenth session, the Director-General pre
pared a preliminary report containing a preliminary draft recommeooation and a
preliminary draft convention (document SHC/MD/17) which was forwarded on 20 July
1971 to Member states urder cover of circular letter Cr/2156 invitittg them to
s~it c~ents am. observations on these draft texts.

By 20 Jarmary 1972, the Unesco Secretariat had received 18 r~plies, which
were reproduced in document SIC/MD/18, with an analysis of the replies, a re
vised draft recommendation and. a revised draft convention.

The reply from the Arab Republic of Egypt was received by the Secretariat
on 31 March 1972. It is reproduced in the present document which constitutes
Addendum 4 of document SHe/MD/l8.
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Arab RepUblic of E~

Preliminary observations on the Draft Recommendation concerning the
protection, at national level, of monuments, groups of buildings am
sites (SRC/MD/I?, Annex 1)

Item 3

The term "collective wealth" used in item 3 may invite confusion, especially
as the property mentioned is by no means collectively owned. It i1Jay better serve
the purpose to use such general statements as "a wealth of universal interest" or
"of universal value".

This item assumes that expropriation by the public authorities of a protected
building will be made "by mutual agreement". Such an assumption is not in line
with the practice followed in many countries, including Egypt, where expropriation
for public utility is effected by unilateral decision of the Authority concerned,
subject to judicial review in case of dispute. The text should therefore avoid
the requirement of concluding an agreement for this purpose, by omitting the words
"by mutual agreement" in line 2, leaving the matter to be regulated by the proper
instrument designated by the law of each State.

Item 47

The second sentence reading "Anyone alienating a protec'l;ed building should
inform the purchaser that it is under protection" may better read "Anyone diSpos
ing of his interest in a protected building should inform the purchaser that it
is under protection".

It9m 50

This item provides for too payment of compensation to the salvager of flotsam
and jetsam if the authorities decide to deposit them in a public collection, in
which case the compensation "may be determined by amicable s'ettlement or by expert
opinion". Here, again, it ma~r suffice to provid\, far "offering the salvager an
appropriate compensation" while leaving the mode of determining such compensation
to the regulations prevailing in each State. The same applies to the compensation
paid to the "finder", which is provided for in the same item.

Qeneral observaticn

Although Item 1· defines three specific terms' covering the· protected property,
scme other items use other words, not defined in the Recommendation, for the same
purpose. Tln1s, Item 10 mentions "cultural or natural heritage", Item 13 (v)
(cultural property) ~ Item 28 (cultural or natural property), Item 6? (cultural
heritage) and It.em 69 (CUltural or natural heritage). It would certainly make a
better text if one terminology is used, particularly that defined in Item 1 of
the Recommendation.
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Arab Republic of Egypt

Preliminary observations on the Draft Convention concerning t.he pro
tection of mornunents, groups of buildings and sites of universal value
(SHC/MD/17 Annex II)

1. Article 2.2

As a point of drafting it may further clarify the mea."1ing of the paragraph
if the last phrase reading ~as monuments, groups of bUildings and si~es of uni
versal interest" is placed, instead, 10 the second line of the paragraph after
the word. "designation", where it would then suffice to use the phrase "as being of
universal interest". The section would thus read:

"Such protection can be accorded only to such examples of the property de
fined in Article 1 as merit designation as being of universal interest, by
virtue of their exceptional aesthetic or natural interest or their great
importance as unique evidence -of vanished civilizations or as irreplaceable
architectural masterpieces typifying a particular period, an historical past
or the genius of a people."

2. Article 5

It is of the utmost importance that the text of this article expresses the
intention mentioned in the conmentary, i.e. "that international protection should
not imply the internationalization of such property or any form of extraterri-.
torial status". We therefore suggest the following wordi.-,g fOr Article 5:

"1. Without prejudice to the title of the owner of the property referred
to in Article 2 and to the sovereignty of the state on whose territory
such property is situated, the States Parties to this Convention recog
nize that such property constitutes a universal heritage, which it is
the duty of the international community as a whole to protect.

2. The states Parties to this Convention therefore undertake, in conformity
with the following provisions, to give their scientific, teclmica1,
artistic and financial help in the international protection of such

"property.

Article 6

It is important to provide in this article for the participation in the
"Cormnittee" of States with the largest acquisitions of the properties inVolved,
the States most techno1ogica11~·advanced in the field of conservation of such
properties, and, possibly, the states which make the largest contributions to
the Interna.tiona1 Fund provided far in Article 11. This could ei~'1er be made as
a compulsory requirement or, at least, as a guideline. Article 6 should there
fore include a second paragraph which may take one of two alternative forms:

Alternative A

"6.2 At least eight of the members of the Committee .sha11 be States with the
largest interest among the parties in monuments, groups of bUilding::> emd.
sites of universal value, because of the importance of their national
acquisitions or because of their technological advancement in the f:~eld

of preservation and restoration of such properties."
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Alternative F.

"6.2 Election of members of the Committee should ensure, as far as practicable"
the participation of States with the largest interest in its work" be
cause of the importance of their acquisitions of the property referred
to in Article 2, or because of their technological advancement in the
field of preservation and restoration of such property" as well as the
participation of States which make the largest contributions to the
International Fund provided for in Article 11. n

As to the present Article 6, it may be more appropriate that the election of the
members of the Committee be made by the General Conference of Unesco, rather than
by the States Parties to the Conventions, since the task of 1;he Ccmnittee is of a
universal value which is not confined to the said parties.

Article 7

We suggest that the term of office of states members of the Committee be fixed
at five years, renewable.

Article 9

We suggest the inclusion of a new Paragraph in this article, preferably under
number (3) to allow the Committee to take the initiative in suggesting action, thus
bringing this article in conformity with Article 19.2 of the same Convention. The
suggested Paragraph 9.3 may read. as follows:

"3. The Committee shall on its own initiative call the attention of any
State Party to this Convention, whose momunents, group of buildings
or sites reach a stage where action for their preservation and :r'estora
tion becomes necessary, to this situation and to the suggested remedial
action. n

Article 10

As a minor point of drafting the last sentence reading:

"It will see that its decisions are carried outn should read: "It will see
that the decisions of the Carunittee are carried out", as nItn here is the
Secretariat, not the Committee which issues decisions. A better wording may
simply read: "It will follow up the implementation of the decisions of the
Committeen•

Article 13

This article does not convey the content of Item 98 of the Commentary, 1.e.
that contributions of States will be fixed at 2 per cent of their financial contri
butions to Unescots budget.

At any rate, if the principle of compulsory contributions is maintained" we
would like the following addition to be made at the end of Article 13:

"In determining the amount am currency of such contributions special con
sideration shall be given to the financial ability of each State."
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Article 18.2

The last sentence of Seetion 18.2 does not seam to give a definite meaning.
It may better read:

"In this case, the Committee shall decide what portion of the proceeds of
these campaigns shall be (or may be) paid to the International Fund."

In substance, however, the provision does not see:;l to be convincing. For,
if, under Article 20, all the monies of the International Fur.d are exclusively
earmarked for property which appears in th9 "short list", why should this Fund
benefit from campaigns made for properties not appearing in that list?

Article 19

Reference is made in Article 19.1 to Article 9.5, whereas it should be made
to Article 9.4.

Provision of Article 19.2 may better open the possibility of offering the
Committee's services to Parties and non-Parties to the Convention, since such
services are offered only in case of grave dangers threatening properties of
great importance to mankim and not only to the states concerned. The Canmittee
is at any rate under no obligation to offer such services and it will be up to
it to decide in each case whether or not it should do so.

It is noticed that both Articles 19 and 20 use the terms "cultural or natural
property" which are not defined in the Convention, instead of the terms "monu
ments, groups of buildings and sites" which are defined in Article 1. This
duplication should be avoided by using the terminology of Article 1 which is
employed in other articles and defined. in the Convention.

Article 20

It is not clearly understood why the protection accorded by the Canm1ttee
should be limited to the property included in the "short list", particularly as
the Committee's protection is extended by Article 2 to all property of universal
value, and as such protection may take, under Article 22, many forms inclUding
merely the preparation of stUdies.

Article 24

The term "With certain exceptions" may better read ~as far as practicable",
to imply some special treatment to poorer countries, which is only fair.

8tlicl e 35.3

Paragraph 3 of Article 35 assumes that the only financial obligations of the
denouncing state are those related to the payment of contributions and implies,
therefore, that they shall be affected as of the date on which witlnrawal takes
place. Yet, the denouncing State may be under other financial obligations towards
the Committee (such as the repayment of a loan granted to it) which cannot be
affected by withdrawal. The drafting of the text may be remedied to read:

"It shall not affect the financial obligations or the denouncing State
related to the payment of its contributions until the date on which with....
drawal takes effect."
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Or else the paragraph may remain intact, with the following addition:

"The obligation of the State for the repayment of the principal am interest
of loans granted to it by the Committee, shall not be effected by the fact
of the w1thdrawal. "

General observation

Nothing in the Draft Convention refers to the provision suggested in the
Prellrninary Study prepared by the Director-General of Unesco in 1970 (16 C/19,
Annex, p.6, Item 51) and approved by the General Conference, which gives develop
ing countries priorit7 in benefiting !ran the international protection system.
Such a provision should be introduced in the final version of the Convention.
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INTERNATIONAL REGULATIONS FOR THE EItOTECT10N
OF r10NUMENl'S, GROUPS OF EUIillINGS AND SITES

Final report drawn up in accordance with Article 10.3 of
the Rules of Procedure concerning Recommendations to
Member States and International Conventions covered by the
terms of Article IV, paragraph 4, of the Constitution.

ADDENDUM

In implementation of resolution 3.412 concerning international instruments
for the protection of monuments, groups of buildings and sites, adopt~: by the
General Conference of Unesco at its sixteenth session, the Director-General
prepared a preliminary report containing a preliminary draft recorrmendation and
a preliminary draft convention (document SHC/MD/17) which was forwarded on
20 July 1971 to r{ember States under cover of circular letter CI/2156 inviting
them to submit. comments and observations of these draft texts.

By 20 Jan~ 1972, the Unesco Secretariat had received 18 replies, which
were reproduced in document SHC/MD/IB, with an analysis of the replies, a
revised draft recommendation and a revised draft convention.

Two other replies have reached the Secretariat since that date. They are
reproduced in the present. document, which constitutes a third addendum to
document SHC/MD/18.

Federal Republic of Germany

The position of the Federal Republic of Germany on the
Preliminary Draft Convention concerning the protection of
Monuments, Groups of Buildings and Sites of Universal Value
(UNESCO Document SHC/MD/l7 Annex 11)

The Federal Republic of Germany, considering that the conservation,
protection, and reanimation of monuments, groups of buildings, and sites of
universa.l value are of essential inportance for mankind as a Whole, and being
determined to give her utmost support to any effective instrument of
international assistance and co-operation on this purpor-e, adopts the position
of approving in principle the Prelimina~y Draft Conventlf'n Concerning the
Protection of Monwnents, Groups of Buildings and Sites ef Universal Value.
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Details, however, should be discussed by the Special Committee of Government
~~perts, in particular: -

the question whether provisions relating to the protection of nature should
be excluded in order to become a part of a Unesco Convention on the
Protection of Nature, later on,

the question whether an Intergovernmental Committee for the Protection of
f\'lonl1ments, Groups of Buildings and Sites of Universal Value can work
suacessful1y without getting in conflict with the sovereignty of the
States on whose territory such mvnuments, groups of bUi1ding~ and sites
are situated,

the question whether it will be necessary that the State Parties to the
Convention shall pay regularly every two years special contributions to
the International Fund besides paying regularly contributions to Unesco.

Switzerland

Comments on preliminary draft recommendation concerning the
protection, at national level, of monuments, groups of
buildings and sites.

I. Definitions. These seem to raise a number of problems, which need to be
a"'tamined thoroughly.

Ill. General principles. We are entirely in agreement with the principles set
out in Articles 3 to 11.

IV.

V.

VI.

Organization of services. The importance accorded to research, as
supporting and complementing current activities (ArtIcle 12 et seq.), is
in line with the policy followed by the Swiss authorities. We consider
that reference should be made immediately after A~ic1e 19, preferably by
way of a separate provision, to an obligation for States to provide
training facilities for highly-qualified staff.

Protective measures. The programme planning prescribed in Article 21
raises great difficulties for a federal State Which, particularly in the
cultural field, makes it a principle not to intervene in minor issues. In
our View, the technical measures described in Articles 21 to 29 go beyond
the scope of general recommendations, being too detailed, especially those
in Articles 24 to 26. Articles 38 to 55, which contain legal measures, are
in our opinion primarily suited to States having a tradition of Roman law.
Existing legislation in Switzerland makes no provision for the public
authorities, including cantonal authorities, to envisage such extensive
action. The requirement laid down in Article 47 is met in Switzerland by
notification of the personal servitude in the land register.

Educational and cultural action. We consider that the ob~~ct should be to
win over young people to the cause of our architectural herltage; this
matter is but barely touched on in article 69 (€:).
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Comments on preliminary draft convention concernin~

the protection of montunents, grOUPS of buildings and
sites of tmiversal value.

I. Definitions. See comment above) on the Recommendation.

Ill. Intergovernmental Committee.

Art~.cJ.e 6. We have a distinct preference for the first form of election
( i. e. by the General Assembly of the States which have signed and ratified
the Convention). It is similar to that of the supervisory body of the
Rome Centre, and has been shown to work in practice.

Article 7. The term of office should be at least 4 years, in order to
ensure a certain degree of continuity.

Article Q. It is clear from this Article that the COlll!:littee is neither an
advisory body nor a mere executive body; its fairly extensive terms of
reference are in the very interests of the aim pursued.

TV. International Fund.

Article 15. At present, the Swiss fiscal system and fiscal legislation
virtually rule out any possibility of according tax conoessions to patrons
of the I~-ternational Fund. It would also be very difficult to invite
private organizations to contribute to this Fund (Article 16, paragraph 2).
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